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This dissertation is composed of three major parts, each studying a

problem related to semiconductor manufacturing. The first part of the disser-

tation proposes a high-level scheduling model that serves as an intermediate

stage between planning and detailed scheduling in the usual planning hierar-

chy. The high-level scheduling model explicitly controls the WIP over time

in the system and provides a more specific guide to detailed scheduling. WIP

control is used to balance the WIP (Work In Process) level and to keep the bot-

tleneck station busy to maintain a high throughput rate. A mini-fab simulation

model is used to evaluate the benefits of different approaches to implement-

ing such a high-level scheduling model, and to compare different WIP control

policies. Extensive numerical studies show that the proposed approaches can
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achieve much shorter cycle times than the traditional planning-scheduling ap-

proach, with only a small increase in inventory and backorder costs.

With increasing worldwide competition, high technology product man-

ufacturing companies have to pay great attention to lower their production

costs and guarantee high quality at the same time. Advanced process control

(APC) is widely used in semiconductor manufacturing to adjust machine pa-

rameters so as to achieve satisfactory product quality. The interaction between

scheduling and APC motivates the second part of this dissertation. First, a

single-machine makespan problem with APC constraints is proved to be NP-

complete. For some special cases, an optimal solution is obtained analytically.

In more general cases, the structure of optimal solutions is explored. An ef-

ficient heuristic algorithm based on these structural results is proposed and

compared to an integer programming approach.

Another important issue in manufacturing system is maintenance, which

affects cycle time and yield management. Although there is extensive litera-

ture regarding maintenance policies, the analysis in most papers is restricted to

conventional preventive maintenance (PM) policies, i.e., calendar-based or job-

based PM policies. With the rapid development of new technology, predictive

maintenance has become more feasible, and has attracted more and more at-

tention from semiconductor manufacturing companies in recent years. Thus,

the third problem considered in this dissertation is predictive maintenance

in an M/G/1 queueing environment. One-recipe and two-recipe problems are

studied through semi-Markov decision processes (SMDP), and structural prop-

vii



erties are obtained. Discounted SMDP problems are solved by linear program-

ming and expected machine availabilities are calculated to evaluate different

PM policies. The optimal policy can maintain a high machine availability

with low long-run cost. The structures of the optimal PM policies show that

it is necessary to consider multiple recipes explicitly in predictive maintenance

models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A decade ago, chips were built using a 500nm process. As of the first

quarter of 2007, most microprocessors are currently fabricated using a 65nm

process. With the rapid development of new technology and increasing world-

wide competition, high technology product manufacturing companies have to

lower their production costs and guarantee high quality at the same time. A

short production cycle time and top product quality are very desirable for

semiconductor manufacturing companies.

The semiconductor production environment has characteristics of reen-

trant process flows with a reentrant structure, long cycle times, complex oper-

ational constraints such as time limits between operations, and job priorities.

A semiconductor manufacturing factory is called “fab.” Each process flow in

a fab can contain 200-500 processing steps and utilize more than one hundred

machines, each costing as much as tens of millions of dollars. Even small

increases in efficiency yield enormous benefits.

This dissertation considers three problems in semiconductor manufac-

turing:

1. Coordinating production planning and shop-floor detailed scheduling so
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as to minimize cycle time and costs.

2. Single-machine scheduling with Advanced Process Control (APC) con-

straints to achieve a balance between cycle time and product quality.

3. Predictive maintenance for multiple-recipe problems in an M/G/1 queue-

ing environment.

Since these three problems are loosely connected to each other, this chapter

only provides a brief introduction for each problem, and a detailed introduction

is given at the beginning of each chapter in the sequel.

The production planning/scheduling problem has a long history. Pro-

duction planning is a critical process for every manufacturing company since

it directly affects the performance of detailed scheduling, which ultimately

determines the overall performance of the manufacturing system. The first

problem considered in this dissertation is how to coordinate planning and de-

tailed scheduling to minimize product cycle time and minimize total inventory

and backorder costs.

The APC scheduling problem is a very new problem in modern semicon-

ductor manufacturing systems. APC is composed of different kinds of process

control tools such as model predictive control (MPC) [42]. APC models are

widely used in the chemical industries to guarantee high product quality. In

recent years, more and more semiconductor manufacturing companies have

noticed that APC decisions and production scheduling decisions are tightly

2



coupled. In order to achieve low cycle time and to maintain superior prod-

uct quality, it is critical to investigate the relationship between conventional

scheduling and APC procedures. This is the main focus of Chapter 3.

Equipment reliability is another important issue in cycle time reduction

and yield improvement. Like the first topic, the conventional maintenance

problem also has a very long history. However, most of the literature does not

address the issue of predictive maintenance, which explicitly considers machine

status (condition) in the decision making process. Another gap in most current

research is that queueing effects are not taken into account in the maintenance

problem. Also, as observed by many semiconductor manufacturing companies,

different recipes may cause different machine degradation rates. However,

most papers only study single-recipe or single-product problems. Chapter

4 considers a multiple-recipe predictive maintenance problem in an M/G/1

queueing environment.

Part of this research was funded by the joint National Science Foun-

dation (NSF), Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) & International

SEMATECH (ISMT) “Factory Operations Research Center II” (FORCe II)

program. It was also funded by Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) via the Ad-

vanced Manufacturing Center at the University of Texas at Austin.

1.1 Contributions of the Dissertation

The main contributions of this dissertation are the following:

3



• A high-level scheduling model is proposed to serve as an intermediate

stage in the usual planning-scheduling hierarchy and to coordinate be-

tween planning and detailed scheduling. WIP control is used to balance

the WIP level and to keep the bottleneck station busy so as to maintain

a high throughput rate.

• Extensive numerical studies show that using high-level scheduling as an

intermediary between traditional planning and detailed scheduling can

effectively reduce the cycle time with only a slight increase in inventory

and backorder costs. The improvement is most significant when there

is a sizable demand variation. Using the high-level scheduling model

alone without a traditional planning model is also examined, and this

framework works best if machine failure is the major concern. Extensive

numerical studies also show that controlling aggregated WIP at the sta-

tion level is better than controlling WIP at the buffer (a combination of

product and step) level.

• Two versions of the single-machine APC scheduling problem are shown

to be NP-complete. Optimal solutions for some special cases are found

and patterns of optimal solutions for general cases are explored.

• A heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the single-machine APC prob-

lem, and an integer programming model is proposed as a benchmark.

A comparison between the heuristic algorithm and the integer program-

ming model shows that the heuristic algorithm is able to find very good

4



solutions in a very short time.

• A predictive maintenance problem with M/G/1 queueing effects is stud-

ied. The existence of an optimal control-limit policy is proved for the

single-recipe problem. Some structural properties are explored for the

two-recipe problem.

• Linear programming models are proposed to solve both the single-recipe

and two-recipe predictive maintenance problems with M/G/1 queueing

effects. The optimal predictive maintenance policy is able to maintain a

high expected machine availability with low long-run discounted costs.

The numerical study also shows that the optimal policy depends on

the composition of different recipes, and thus it is necessary to consider

multiple recipes in such predictive maintenance problems.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 first gives a literature review focusing on the interaction

between production planning and scheduling. Then, the high-level scheduling

model is formulated as a linear programming model. The proposed hierarchical

approach is as follows. The traditional planning model focuses on minimizing

inventory and backorder costs, and generates processing targets based on de-

mands for each product in each time period. The generated processing targets

are inputs to the high-level scheduling model, which focuses on controlling

WIP around a predefined level for the bottleneck station and generates pro-

5



cessing targets for each product at each step. These processing targets are

used as a guide for the target-following dispatching rule. Two types of WIP

control policies are examined: (1) controlling WIP at the buffer (a combination

of product and step) level, and (2) controlling aggregated WIP at the station

level. Then, numerical studies are used to evaluate different approaches to

implementing the high-level scheduling model. Extensive numerical studies

show that the proposed approaches can achieve much shorter cycle times than

the traditional planning-scheduling approach, with only a small increase in the

costs of inventory and backorders.

The background for APC is provided at the outset of Chapter 3, and

the interaction between APC and conventional scheduling is explained in de-

tail. After that, an integer programming model is presented. The complexity

of the single-machine APC scheduling problem is studied, and two versions

of the problem, i.e., with time-based and count-based APC constraints, are

both proved to be NP-complete. Special cases are analyzed and a heuristic

algorithm is proposed by implementing some of the special case results. The

numerical results show that the heuristic algorithm is able to find very good

solutions in a reasonable amount of time.

Chapter 4 reviews the literature focusing on integrated maintenance

and production scheduling problems. The major objective of this chapter is to

study a multiple-recipe predictive maintenance problem with M/G/1 queueing

effects. First, the existence of an optimal control-limit policy is proved for the

single-recipe problem. Then, some structural properties are proved for the

6



two-recipe problem, and an interesting counterintuitive example is presented.

Finally, linear programming models are used to solve the two problems. Unit

holding costs and the machine degradation structure are varied to obtain some

insights for the predictive maintenance problem. Numerical studies show that

it is necessary to consider the multiple-recipe effect in predictive maintenance.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the research in this dissertation, and

briefly discusses some potential future work.
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Chapter 2

WIP-controlled High-level Scheduling Model

2.1 Introduction

In many organizations, production planning is part of a hierarchical

planning, resource allocation, scheduling and control framework. The pro-

duction plan considers resource capacities, time periods, supply and demand

within a reasonably long planning horizon at a high level, and is the input to

the more detailed, shorter-term functions at the lower level, such as scheduling

and control, which usually have more accurate estimates of supply, demand,

and capacity levels. Hence, the interaction between production planning and

production scheduling is inevitable, not only because the scheduling decisions

are constrained by the planning decisions, but also because disruptions oc-

curring in the execution stage (usually after schedule generation) may affect

the optimality and/or feasibility of both the plan and the schedule. If the

overall performance of the production system is to be improved, disruptions

should be managed effectively, with careful consideration of decisions in both

planning and scheduling. This chapter focuses on the interaction between pro-

duction planning and scheduling, emphasizing the coordination of decisions,

with special emphasis on making robust decisions at both levels in the face of

unexpected disruptions.
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To deal with the interaction between production planning and schedul-

ing, an intermediate model which operates between the two levels is proposed

in this chapter. One can view this as a lower-level planning model or a higher-

level scheduling model that provides a middle ground between the two lev-

els of the decision making framework. In many systems, the longer-term,

less-granular production plan is used to facilitate scheduling. This is usually

achieved by creating specific work orders or jobs of different product types that

collectively resemble the production plan and by generating a release sched-

ule for the jobs. For example, semiconductor manufacturers rely on detailed

simulation-based models to fine tune the release schedule (also referred to as

“wafer starts”) that ultimately determines the product mix in the wafer fab.

The scheduling function typically dispatches the jobs according to their per-

ceived or assigned priorities to align the processing sequence of the jobs with

the production plan while using the latest information on job and machine

availabilities. However, in many cases, dispatching is unnecessarily myopic in

terms of both time and the system state. Dispatching inherently utilizes local

information (typically one-job, one-machine at a time) to make a decision. It

is very difficult, if not impossible, to calculate the effects of the current dis-

patching decision on the long term system performance, or on the performance

of the upstream and downstream machines on the shop floor. The idea of an

intermediate model between planning and scheduling is to provide additional

useful information to the scheduling system whether it is dispatching-based or

otherwise.

9



Section 2.2 provides a brief literature review and summarizes the con-

tributions of this chapter. Section 2.3 presents the proposed approaches that

attempt to fill the gap between the classical planning and dispatching-based

scheduling models using an intermediate decision support model. Next, Sec-

tion 2.4 describes a computational study with a simplified reentrant system

that represents a small wafer fabrication facility. Section 2.4 also explains

the implementation issues that must be addressed to properly compare the

proposed approaches with the conventional planning-to-scheduling approach

using this mini-fab model. Section 2.5 presents the experimental results fo-

cusing on insight about different planning/scheduling approaches and different

WIP control policies. Finally, a summary and future research directions are

presented in Section 2.6.

2.2 Literature Review

The first part of this section reviews the production planning models

that are representative of the existing models in the literature. This review is

not exhaustive by any means, and the main focus is on the interaction between

planning and scheduling, not necessarily on the other aspects of the models

such as batching or setups that may be potentially critical.

The planning and scheduling problem has been addressed extensively

in the past several decades. In 1975, Hax and Meal [20] proposed a hierar-

chical planning and scheduling system for a multiple plant, multiple product,

seasonal demand situation. The system has four levels of decision making, and

10



the optimal decision at an aggregate level provides constraints for detailed de-

cision making. The first level uses mixed-integer programming to determine

the long-term capacity provision. The second level uses linear programming

to allocate capacity in each plant. Standard inventory methods are used to

allocate capacity for each product family, and to calculate individual schedules

for each job at the third and fourth levels, respectively. Their work has been

extended by many researchers [10, 17, 31, 38, 39, 45]. Much of the literature

focuses on strategic planning models for planning-distribution, and interested

readers are referred to a good review by Vidal and Goetschalckx [55]. However,

most of the previous work only evaluates models by comparing computational

time and objective values from the mathematical models, and no simulation

results are provided. Experience tells us that the objective value from a math-

ematical model is sometimes different from the results when implementing the

model in a simulation or in an actual manufacturing system. However, it is

very difficult to build an overall simulation model to contain all these decision

making levels. In order to have a clear comparison of simulation results from

different approaches, and also to isolate the problem from financial factors and

gain some insight, this chapter does not consider financial decisions or supply

chain issues in planning, but mainly focuses on the third and fourth decision

making levels in a single plant as described in [20]. Most of the following

literature in this section fall into the same category.

A capacitated MRP (Material Requirement Planning)-based model is

proposed by Horiguchi et al. [22]. Their model explicitly considers capacity

11



only for specified near-bottleneck stations, and assumes that all other stations

have infinite capacity, which is different from the conventional MRP approach.

Hackman and Leachman [19] present a general planning framework based on a

linear programming model. They take into consideration specific components

such as processing time and transfer time. The incorporation of these compo-

nents is meant to provide a highly accurate representation of the production

process. Hung and Leachman [24] incorporate time-dependent parameters for

partial cycle times from job release up to each operation into the LP planning

model. Furthermore, they provide a framework to perform iterative updates

via an LP model that develops a plan for a given set of cycle times and a sim-

ulation model that evaluates the system performance for a given production

plan.

Some planning models make use of so-called clearing functions [18] to

capture the relationship between cycle time and utilization without resorting

to iterations between the mathematical model and simulation. Clearing func-

tions express the expected throughput of a machine in a planning period as

a function of the expected WIP at the machine over the period. Missbauer

[34] considers clearing functions for an M/G/1 system. He uses a piecewise

linear approximation for the clearing function to model the effective capacity

for bottleneck stations, and considers fixed, load-independent time delays be-

tween bottleneck stages to represent the delays at non-bottleneck machines.

The product mix is not considered in their clearing function, i.e., the clearing

function only depends on the total planned production quantity, which means

12



the total output of a station can be allocated arbitrarily to different products.

Asmundsson, Rardin and Uzsoy [4] recently proposed a clearing function based

planning model that explicitly considers the product mix. They approximate

the clearing function using an empirical approach by studying simulation re-

sults. In order to estimate the throughput as a function of the production mix

and the WIP, they assume that all products experience the same average cycle

time, which allows them to use a convex combination of the capacity alloca-

tion parameters to approximate the WIP levels of different products, which

in turn leads to the approximated clearing functions. Pahl et al. [40] give an

extensive survey of planning models that consider load dependent cycle times.

In addition to the use of clearing functions, there are some other approaches.

Interested readers are referred to Section 3 and the corresponding references

in [40] for more details.

Vargas-Villamil et al. [53] propose a two-layer production control method

based on model predictive control (MPC), which is an advanced method of

process control that has been in use in process industries. MPC attempts to

model the dependence between the sequence of predicted values of the system

output, and the sequence of future control increments. Extending this work,

Vargas-Villamil et al. [54] propose a three-layer version, which is a mixed in-

teger linear programming (MILP) problem. Their computational results show

that the method is less sensitive to initial conditions than “industrial like”

policies examined by Tsakalis et al. [50]. They do not perform any cycle time

comparison with existing methods, but point out that an MPC based model
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could be a promising tool for planning.

Apart from planning models, there are a number of models and studies

that focus on scheduling only. This chapter mainly focuses on scheduling with

known, but not necessarily identical processing times, which is a common as-

sumption in production scheduling, especially in semiconductor manufacturing

systems. Readers who are interested in scheduling with controllable process-

ing times are referred to a recent survey performed by Shabtay and Steiner

[46]. Leachman et al. [28] summarize their effort, dubbed SLIM (Short Cycle

Time and Low Inventory in Manufacturing), to improve scheduling at Sam-

sung Electronics. They try to control the production line by managing the

WIP level of each product at each step at particular bottleneck stations. A

dispatching-based method is used to achieve target WIP levels. Instead of

focusing on the whole fab as in [28], the next two papers below only pay at-

tention to the bottleneck step, but they also focus on the WIP level. Lee et al.

[30] implement WIP control at bottleneck steps to balance a production line

in semiconductor manufacturing. Kim et al. [27] use a similar idea to find a

single-shift schedule for the bottleneck station for a given WIP profile at the

machine. Using an MILP formulation, they try to maintain the WIP levels

close to the “desired” levels so that the flow of material through the factory

is balanced. All three papers assume target cycle times or target WIP levels

are predetermined, and WIP level is controlled for every product at every step

that is processed at the bottleneck station.

Queueing theory is also used in scheduling in several ways. Gener-
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ally speaking, queueing theory is based on long-term steady-state analysis and

which is of limited use in systems with time-varying parameters.. However, the

following two papers implement queueing theory using a fluid model, which fo-

cuses on transient analysis and is a reasonable approximation for short periods

of time. In a fluid model, discrete jobs are replaced with flow of a continuous

fluid and machines are replaced with valves that affect the flow of fluid. Dai et

al. [13] develop a fluid-relaxation based heuristic to minimize makespan in job

shops. Their online (dispatching-based) heuristic uses safety stocks to insure

feasibility of the schedule and tries to keep the bottleneck machine busy at

almost all times, with the idea that the non-bottleneck machines are paced

accordingly. Bertsimas et al. [7] use a fluid model to solve a job shop schedul-

ing problem with the objective of minimizing the holding costs. They propose

an algorithm called the fluid-synchronization algorithm that uses the optimal

fluid solution as a guide.

There are some papers discussing integration of planning and schedul-

ing, however, many of them [3, 14, 16, 36] mainly focus on new frameworks

and/or software development rather than specific mathematical models. Some

researchers study specific mathematical models to integrate planning and schedul-

ing. Jaikumar [26] proposes a methodology that breaks the planning and

scheduling problem into two subproblems. The first problem is a long range

planning problem, which maximizes the profit subject to resource constraints.

The Lagrange multipliers obtained in the first problem are used in the ob-

jective function of the second short range scheduling model. He proposes a
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heuristic algorithm to reduce the second model to a sequential allocation of

production facilities to products. Birewar and Grossmann [9] propose an in-

tegrated linear programming model of planning and scheduling to maximize

profit for multiproduct batch plants. Their linear programming model imple-

ments different capacity constraints for two scheduling policies: zero waiting

and unlimited intermediate storage. Under the zero waiting policy, one prod-

uct at a given stage must be immediately transferred to the next stage upon

completion. Under the unlimited intermediate storage policy, products are

allowed to be removed from the machine upon completion, and there is no

interaction among the stages. After solving the linear programming model, a

graph enumeration method developed by Birewar and Grossmann [8] is used

to generate the detailed schedule. WIP level is not considered in their linear

programming model. Also, rather than using simulation, they use the results

from the graph enumeration method to evaluate the performance of different

models.

Most of the planning models in the literature do not consider WIP al-

location across stations, while many scheduling models consider WIP level ex-

plicitly. Therefore, four approaches are proposed in Section 2.3 of this chapter

to explicitly consider WIP allocation in the planning stage, and try to control

WIP allocation in a way that facilitates the coordination between planning

and scheduling. These approaches are tested using different dispatching rules

under different experimental settings, and compared with the traditional plan-

ning approach in terms of cycle time and inventory and backorder costs. In
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contrast to some literature [27, 28, 30] which assumes a predetermined target

cycle time or target WIP level without specifying how to obtain the target

cycle times, this chapter investigates the impact of target cycle times in the

proposed approaches and attempts to obtain some insights on how to choose

proper target cycle times. This chapter also compares the performance of dif-

ferent WIP-control policies under different scenarios, and evaluates the benefits

of different proposed approaches.

2.3 Coordination of Planning and Scheduling

2.3.1 Overall Approach

In most manufacturing companies, the planning and scheduling func-

tions belong to two different departments, as planning is viewed as a tactical

activity and scheduling as more operational. Sometimes it is necessary to

separate planning and scheduling because it is almost impossible to obtain

a comprehensive system-wide solution that encompasses both planning and

scheduling concerns. If the system is modeled comprehensively, the model

needs to provide decisions for each machine in each period. Normally it is im-

possible to solve such a model since it involves too many constraints and integer

variables. Hierarchical decomposition into planning and scheduling provides

an easy way not only to obtain reasonable solutions to both problems but also

to generate decisions aligned with the current organizational structure between

the planning and scheduling functions. However, the conventional separation

of these two functions may cause several problems. One is that a solution
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that is good at the planning level might not be easy to implement when it

is carried out as a detailed schedule. It is possible that the plan may not be

even feasible when the scheduling issues are explicitly considered. One reason

behind this is that the conventional planning models are too crude, i.e., many

factors that are important during scheduling are not explicitly considered in

planning. The dynamics of the production system are modeled at an aggregate

level, and detailed execution may be infeasible even if aggregate constraints

are satisfied. Another issue is that objectives are usually different between

planning and scheduling. The planning function focuses more on how to meet

the demand, reduce inventory and backorders, while scheduling emphasizes

operational measures such as minimizing cycle times and maximizing the bot-

tleneck machine’s utilization. This discrepancy in the objectives may also be

a problem. Ideally if the hierarchical decomposition were done properly, the

objectives of the two levels would be aligned. However, due to the complexity

of the problem and the computational effort, this is not the case in the real

world.

This chapter proposes an idea that seeks to overcome the drawbacks

of such a separation of planning and scheduling. The idea is to introduce

an “intermediate” module between planning and scheduling, which modifies

the conventional hierarchical approach. The goal is to address the discrep-

ancy in objectives between production planning and detailed scheduling, and

build proper coordination between them. In the following, normal planning

is defined as a planning model that does not consider controlling WIP level
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explicitly, and a high level scheduling model as one that does. This approach

has a normal planning model (denoted by “P”) and a high level scheduling

(denoted by “H”) model that both feed into detailed scheduling (denoted by

“D”) (See Figure 2.1). To provide a framework for the discussion, each “stage”

in the process is represented by an associated model: the planning model, the

high-level scheduling model, and the detailed scheduling model. In the follow-

ing discussion, the first two models are linear programming problems while

the last is a simulation model of the system that represents the actual imple-

mentation of the plan and schedule.

Figure 2.1: Three approaches

The proposed version of the PHD approach is as follows: The planning

model tries to meet the demand while minimizing inventory and backorder
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costs. The output of the planning model specifies how many jobs of each

product should be produced by the end of each shift. That output is used

as a modified demand profile input to the high level scheduling model, which

takes WIP levels into account explicitly and tries to minimize the overall WIP

level. Due to Little’s Law, minimizing WIP also tends to minimize cycle

times. The high level scheduling model determines the release policy and

processing targets for each product in each period, which are used as input to

the detailed scheduling process. The hope is to achieve a balance between the

inventory/backorder costs and the cycle times by using this PHD approach

instead of the conventional PD approach. Figure 2.1 illustrates the proposed

PHD approach, along with the traditional PD approach.

Consideration of the three potential levels in the overall process gives

rise to another structure, in which the planning step is skipped: the original

demand data is fed directly to the high-level scheduling model whose output

is input to the detailed scheduling model. This approach is illustrated under

”HD” in Figure 1. The next subsection discusses the mathematical formula-

tions for the planning and high level scheduling models.

2.3.2 Planning Model

The planning model uses a fixed cycle time version of a well known

linear programming model found in Hung and Leachman [24]. For simplicity,

the planning model in this chapter assumes that the next planning horizon

is divided into equal length time periods (or time buckets, which represent
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individual shifts). The planning horizon is assumed to be long enough to cap-

ture varying demand levels (especially across product types) over time. This

chapter assumes that accurate demand levels are forecasted for each product

type in every week, i.e., every 14 shifts. To be consistent with the length of the

time bucket used in the model, the demand profile only has non-zero demand

at the end of every 14 shifts. Finally, the production process is assumed to

be divided into production stages or steps, each of which represents a unique

operation to be performed on a particular machine group (station). The lin-

ear programming model in [24] does not differentiate between machines at the

same station, but views every station as one big machine. However, in some

industries, such as semiconductor wafer fabrication, different machines at the

same station can have different processing rates even for the same product

at the same step. Thus, the model is expanded to specifically consider every

single machine. The notation that supports the model is as follows:

Sets:

I set of products, indexed by i

T set of shifts = {1, ..., |T |} indexed by t

M set of machines, indexed by m

Ki set of steps ={1, ..., κi} for product i, indexed by k

Ki,m subset of Ki, containing steps for product i that can be processed on

machine m
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Mi,k subset of M, represents a station (a group of machines) that can process

step k of product i

Input Parameters:

pi,m,k processing time of product i on machine m at step k (in minutes)

cm available running time of machine m in one shift (in this chapter cm= 12

hours)

di,t demand for product i in shift t (in number of jobs); di,t 6= 0 if and only if

t mod 14 = 0 , since the demand is forecasted every week, and only needs

to be met at the end of each week

fi,k average partial cycle time for product i to finish step k (estimated from

simulation results or historical data), i.e., the average difference between

the time when the job is released and the time it finishes step k (in shifts)

qi,k smallest integer greater than fi,k, i.e., qi,k = dfi,ke , an integer

u shift length (u = 12 hours in this chapter)

bi cost for one unit backorder of product i for one shift

hi cost for holding one unit finished goods inventory (FGI) of product i for

one shift

δi,k coefficients used in constraint (2.4) for product i at step k (this term is

explained later in detail)
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Decision Variables (all nonnegative):

Di,t,k,m number of product i that depart from step k on machine m in shift t

(in number of jobs)

Ri,t number of product i released in shift t (in number of jobs)

Bi,t backorder for product i in shift t (in number of jobs)

Ii,t inventory of product i by the end of shift t at the end of production line

(in number of jobs).

Model formulation

min
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(e−tRi,t + hiIi,t + biBi,t)

subject to

∑
i∈I

∑

k∈Ki,m

pi,m,kDi,t,k,m ≤ cm ∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M (2.1)

∑
m∈Mi,κ

Di,t,κ,m − Ii,t + Ii,t−1 −Bi,t−1 + Bi,t = di,t ∀i ∈ I, κ ∈ Ki, 1 < t < |T | − 1(2.2)

∑
m∈Mi,κ

Di,t,κ,m −Bi,t−1 + Bi,t = di,t ∀i ∈ I, κ ∈ Ki, t ≥ |T | − 1 (2.3)

δi,kRi,t−qi,k
+ (1− δi,k)Ri,t−qi,k+1 −

∑
m∈Mi,k

Di,t,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ I, t ∈ T, k ∈ Ki. (2.4)

In this model, the objective is to minimize the total costs of releases, inventory

and backorders, across all products and shifts. The discounted raw material

release costs are used to release raw material into the factory as late as possible
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so as to indirectly manage the WIP in the factory. Constraint (2.1) limits the

capacity of each machine with the given amount of time. Constraints (2.2)

and (2.3) ensure that the end product demand in each period is either met by

FGI or backlogged.

Constraint (2.4) captures the dynamic properties of the cycle time.

Simulation results or historical data provide an estimate of fi,k, which is the

average partial cycle time for product i to finish step k (from the release of the

product until and including finishing step k). Thus the production process is

viewed as a fluid network, and the relation between the released quantity and

the completed quantity of work is estimated by backtracking the production

flow along the time horizon. Figure 2.2 shows the details of the relationship

between the number of jobs released at the first step and the number of jobs

which have departed from every step thereafter.

In Figure 2.2, all jobs of product i finished at step k in shift t, denoted

by
∑

m∈Mi,k

Di,t,k,m, should have been released fi,k time units ago. Thus the

time when these jobs are released is estimated by backtracking. In Hung and

Leachman’s paper [24], a formula is provided to address all the cases where the

cycle time is either longer or shorter than the length of the time bucket. Since

a constant length is used for each time bucket, and in the mini-fab model of

this chapter (see Section 2.4.1) the cycle time is less than the length of the time

bucket, the relation between the products released, Ri,t, and
∑

m∈Mi,k

Di,t,k,m is
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Figure 2.2: Partial cycle time, and relationship between released and finished
jobs

as follows:

∑
m∈Mi,k

Di,t,ki,m = δi,kRi, t−qi,k
+ (1− δi,k)Ri, t−qi,k+1,

where δi,k = (fi,kmod u)/u, ∀i ∈ I , 1 ≤ t ≤ |T | − 1 and ∀k ∈ Ki.

2.3.3 High Level Scheduling Model

As mentioned before, the purpose of the high level scheduling model is

to find a balance between the cycle times and the inventory/backorder costs.

Thus its objective function and constraints should take both factors into con-

sideration. Although it is difficult to model cycle times directly, they are
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proportional to WIP levels for a fixed throughput according to Little’s Law.

Thus the WIP level is considered instead and the minimization of cycle times

is represented by minimizing the WIP levels at the end of each shift.

This model captures the relationship between releases and departures

in the same manner as the planning only model. The main difference is that

WIP levels are explicitly captured and their distributions are managed across

stations and stages of production in detail. In this model, bottleneck sta-

tions are distinguished from other stations. Thus, a certain level of WIP is

maintained at bottleneck stations to prevent their starvation which can reduce

their throughput rate. These WIP levels are formulated using a WIP control

constraint that allows the WIP at that station to vary around the target value

within a given tolerance. With this in mind, additional notation is introduced

as follows:

Set:

Kib set of steps in bottleneck station for product i

Input Parameters:

ε+, ε− upper and lower tolerance of WIP control (in this chapter ε+ = 1.1 and

ε− = 0.8)

vi target cycle time for product i (in minutes)

γi total raw processing time for product i (in minutes)
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yi total slack time for product i, i.e., the difference between vi and γi (in

minutes)

zi,k target WIP level of product i at step k (in number of jobs)

ζi,k the average cycle time for product i to travel to the kth step in bottleneck

station from the (k − 1) step in bottleneck station (in minutes)

λi average demand rate for product i (in jobs per minute)

ts end of warm up shift; all shifts after ts are considered to be in steady state

in the high level scheduling model

Decision Variables:

Wi,t,k WIP level of product i at step k at the end of shift t (in number of jobs).

Model formulation

To facilitate the following discussion, the term buffer is used to repre-

sent a product/step combination. The calculation of the target WIP level is

adapted from the method proposed by Leachman, Kang and Lin [28], which

is based on Little’s Law (as will be explained in detail later). In [28], target

WIP levels are set for each buffer in the bottleneck station and are used as one

criterion in the dispatching rule. This chapter incorporates the target WIP

levels into the high level scheduling model. Also, since the rationale behind

WIP control is to keep feeding the bottleneck station, one approach proposed
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in this chapter is to control the total WIP level across all buffers at the bot-

tleneck station instead of controlling the WIP level for each individual buffer.

To compare the performance, two WIP-control policies are implemented in

this chapter: (1) controlling WIP for individual buffers in the bottleneck sta-

tion (denoted as B), and (2) controlling total WIP across all buffers in the

bottleneck station (denoted as S ).

Since these two models have similar structures, the model that controls

WIP at the buffer level is first introduced, and then the difference between

controlling WIP at the station level and at the buffer level is presented. The

target WIP calculation allocates the total slack time yi to bottleneck steps

in proportion to the partial cycle time between two consecutive steps at the

bottleneck station. The partial cycle time, which can be obtained from his-

torical data in practice, is estimated from simulation results in this chapter.

This chapter does not try to correct the estimated partial cycle time through

iteration, but rather uses it in a one pass planning run. The slack time is

calculated as the difference between the target cycle time and the total raw

processing time (waiting time excluded) for each product:

yi = vi − γi ∀i ∈ I. (2.5)

To allocate this overall slack time to the bottleneck steps, the time between

two consecutive bottleneck steps of each product is calculated as follows:

ζi,k = fi,k − fi,k′ ∀i ∈ I, k, k′ ∈ Kib, (2.6)
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where k and k′ are two consecutive bottleneck steps. Finally, the target

throughputs are set to the average demand rates, and the overall slack times

are allocated and converted to target WIP levels as follows:

zi,k = λi · yi · ζi,k∑

k′∈KB

ζi,k′
∀i ∈ I, k ∈ Kib. (2.7)

The final mathematical model that controls WIP at the buffer level is:

min
∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

(
∑

k∈Ki

Wi,t,k + hiIi,t + biBi,t)

subject to

∑
t∈T

∑

k∈Ki,m

pi,m,kDi,t,k,m ≤ cm ∀t ∈ T, m ∈ M (2.8)

∑
m∈Mi,κ

Di,t,κ,m − Ii,t + Ii,t−1 −Bi,t−1 + Bi,t = di,t ∀i ∈ I, 1 < t < |T | − 1(2.9)

∑
m∈Mi,κ

Di,t,κ,m −Bi,t−1 + Bi,t = di,t ∀i ∈ I, t ≥ |T | − 1 (2.10)

Ri,t −
∑

m∈Mi,1

Di,t,1,m + Wi,t,1 −Wi,t−1,1 = 0 ∀i ∈ I, t ≥ 1 (2.11)

∑
m∈Mi,k−1

Di,t,k−1,m −
∑

m∈Mi,k

Di,t,k,m + Wi,t,k −Wi,t−1,k = 0 ∀i ∈ I, t > 1, k > 1 (2.12)

Wi,t,k − ε+ · zi,k ≤ 0 ∀i ∈ I, t ≥ ts, k ∈ Kib(2.13)

Wi,t,k − ε− · zi,k ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, t ≥ ts, k ∈ Kib(2.14)

δi,kRi, t−qi,k
+ (1− δi,k)Ri, t−qi,k+1 −

∑
m∈Mi,k

Di,j,k,m ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, t ≤ ts, k ∈ Ki (2.15)

δi,kRi, t−qi,k
+ (1− δi,k)Ri, t−qi,k+1 −

∑
m∈Mi,k

Di,j,k,m = 0 ∀i ∈ I, t > ts, k ∈ Ki.(2.16)

The main difference between this model and the previous planning-

based one is that the WIP is controlled for buffers at the bottleneck station
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and total WIP is minimized so as to minimize cycle time. In the model that

controls WIP at the station level, constraints (2.13) and (2.14) are replaced

by the following two constraints:

∑
i∈I

∑

k∈Kib

Wi,t,k ≤ ε+ ·
∑
i∈I

∑

k∈Kib

zi,k ∀t ≥ ts (2.17)

∑
i∈I

∑

k∈Kib

Wi,t,k ≥ ε− ·
∑
i∈I

∑

k∈Kib

zi,k ∀t ≥ ts. (2.18)

By controlling total WIP across all buffers in the bottleneck station, it is rea-

sonable to expect more flexibility and thus better performance than controlling

WIP for each individual buffer. Such a conjecture is confirmed in most of the

experiments in this chapter. Another advantage of controlling WIP at the

station level is that the estimated partial cycle times are not used when calcu-

lating the target WIP level, i.e., constraints (2.6) and (2.7) are not necessary

in the model that controls WIP at the station level. The target WIP level

for each station, which is used in the right hand side of constraints (2.17) and

(2.18), is calculated as:

∑
i∈I

∑

k∈Ki,b

zi,k =
∑
i∈I

λi · yi.

Thus, the resulting target WIP level is not sensitive to the estimation of the

partial cycle time.

2.4 Experimental Study

To test the idea of high level scheduling, several experiments are per-

formed on a three-station six-step hypothetical production system which rep-
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resents a small wafer fabrication facility (mini-fab). Below, the mini-fab sys-

tem is first described, and then the experimental results are presented. These

experiments focus on (1) evaluating the overall merit of the PHD and HD

approach, (2) comparing the performance of two WIP control policies, i.e.,

controlling WIP at the station level and at the buffer level, (3) examining the

impact of machine breakdowns at non-bottleneck stations on the cycle times

and costs, (4) examining the impact of demand variation, and (5) the impact

of different cost settings. For testing, the mathematical models that repre-

sent the planning and/or high-level scheduling problems are executed with the

same inputs, and then the system performance (cycle time and costs) is eval-

uated with a simulation model that imitates the implementation of decisions

made by the mathematical models. For this, the simulation model relies on a

dispatching-based methodology that tries to follow the release and production

targets set by the mathematical models.

2.4.1 Mini-Fab Model

The three-station six-step mini-fab model is depicted in Figure 2.3.

There are two different products, each of which must complete six operational

steps. Each step is to be performed at one of the stations. Each station has

multiple similar machines, which have different processing rates for the same

buffer. The process flows (routings), which are the same for both products,

are also shown in Figure 2.3.

To be aligned with the mini-fab in prior work ([2, 12, 32, 48]), these two
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Figure 2.3: The six-step three-station mini-fab model

Table 2.1: Standard raw processing time (RPT) for the mini-fab model (unit:
minute)

step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4 step 5 step 6 Total RPT
Standard RPT 75 70 55 85 60 35 380
Average RPT 69.375 66.5 52.25 78.625 57 33.25 357

products have the same routing and the same raw processing times. The sec-

ond row of Table 2.1 shows the standard raw processing time for each step.

Each station has multiple machines, and each machine has a parameter: ef-

ficiency. The actual raw processing time for one step on one machine is the

product of the standard raw processing time of that step and the efficiency of

that particular machine. Stations 1 and 2 have four machines, and station 3

has two machines. Table 2.2 lists the efficiency of each machine and the third

row of Table 2.1 shows the average raw processing time across all machines in

each station for each step. All the processing times are assumed to be deter-

ministic, which is a very common and reasonable assumption in semiconductor

manufacturing.

The time horizon is 150 days, each day has 2 shifts of 12 hours, leading
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Table 2.2: Efficiency of machines in every station

Station 1 2 3
Machine 1 0.8 0.8 0.9
Machine 2 0.9 0.9 1
Machine 3 1 1 n/a
Machine 4 1 1 n/a

to a 300-shift long horizon. For both products, demand only occurs at the end

of each week, i.e., 14 shifts. In the base setting, demands for product 1 and

product 2 follow the uniform distributions of U(115, 125) and U(105, 115) jobs

per week, respectively. The backorder cost is $2 per unit per shift, and the

inventory cost is $1 per unit per shift. Every machine in the second station

may fail independently. In the base setting, times between failures follow an

exponential distribution with a mean of 1000 minutes. The repair times follow

an exponential distribution with a mean of 45 minutes. These values are varied

in Section 2.5 to evaluate impacts from different factors.

Table 2.3 gives the traffic intensities with and without machine break-

downs. It is obvious that station 3 is an overall bottleneck, and for simplicity,

even when breakdowns are considered, the parameters are chosen such that

the bottleneck station does not change.

2.4.2 Simulation Settings

A simulation model, which imitates the execution of the planning and

scheduling decisions using a dispatching-based methodology, is used to test
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Table 2.3: Traffic intensity (expected utilization) for all stations

Traffic intensity Station 1 Station 2 Station 3
No machine breakdowns 0.85 0.70 0.97

With machine breakdowns 0.85 0.74 0.97

the overall performances of the different approaches in combining planning

and scheduling. The simulation model represents the actual system where

the planning/scheduling decisions are executed and followed at the more de-

tailed scheduling or “dispatching” level, during which the actual costs and

performances are incurred and measured. First, the simulation model creates

jobs according to the release schedule obtained in the mathematical model,

whether it is obtained from the planning model or the high-level scheduling

model. Second, the simulation model dispatches the jobs with some level of

adherence to the planning and scheduling decisions. Although there are sev-

eral ways to carry out dispatching for a given plan/schedule, three different

dispatching rules are applied in this chapter: First-in-first-out (FIFO), Last-

in-first-out (LIFO) and target following (TF). Used for benchmarking, FIFO

(LIFO) dispatches the job that arrives to the station earliest (latest), when a

machine at the station becomes free. The idea behind the target following rule

is to follow the planning or high level scheduling production targets (captured

by the optimal values of departure variables in both models) as closely as pos-

sible. Since the solution to the high-level scheduling LP model provides the

processing targets for each product at each step by the end of each shift, the
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target following rule gives the highest priority to the buffer that is the most

behind (or least ahead) relative to the cumulative processing target.

The simulation run length is determined by the completion of all jobs

that are released during the time horizon of 300 shifts. To obtain stable statis-

tics on costs and other performance measures such as cycle times, the first and

last 100 jobs are discarded. To collect performance statistics, fifty replications

are executed with stochastic machine failure times and repair times.

2.4.3 Implementation

There are several issues to be addressed regarding the simulation exper-

iments, especially how the planning and scheduling decisions from the math-

ematical models are converted to inputs for simulation testing. One issue is

related to converting the release policy to a usable input for simulation. The

LP model solution produces a non-integer number of jobs to be released during

each shift, which must be converted to an integer value before it is used in sim-

ulation. At first the fractional release values in the LP solution are rounded to

integer values. However, due to the run length of 300 shifts, the difference ∆

between the sum of the rounded values and the sum of the originally fractional

releases is significant. As a result, if the rounded value for the release policy is

used in the simulation, unnecessary backorders or extra inventory may occur.

To overcome this problem, the difference is calculated, and then this differ-

ence is evenly distributed along the 300 shifts. For example, suppose ∆ = 30

(i.e., the rounded values lead to a cumulative release of 30 more jobs over 300
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shifts than the fractional values). Ideally one additional job is released every

10 shifts for an even distribution over 300 shifts. Such an ideal distribution is

followed as much as possible. For example when there is already a scheduled

release in a shift, the even distribution causes addition of a job release in that

shift. However, for shifts with no scheduled releases, this may cause a release

of one job by itself. Hence, if the even distribution of ∆ suggests releasing

a job by itself in a shift with no originally scheduled release, the extra job is

released in the next shift where there is a nonzero release in the original LP

solution. This way, the discrepancy between the rounded release values and

the original ones is minimized, and the original release schedule is followed as

closely as possible.

A similar issue must be resolved while coordinating planning and the

high level schedule. However, the non-integer issue is not addressed here,

because the output from the planning model is not a “real” demand profile,

but rather a guideline to enable the high level schedule to meet the actual

demand. Thus the non-integer solution from the planning model should be

adequate for this purpose. Therefore, when the planning model provides the

planned output, i.e., how many jobs need to be produced at the end of each

shift, to the high level schedule as the demand profile, it keeps the output

result in non-integer format.

In a semiconductor fab, the partial cycle times can be obtained from

historical data. In this chapter, iterations are implemented between the plan-

ning model and the simulation to generate the “historical data.” A set of
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initial partial cycle times are chosen and 20 iterations are executed for the

base setting which is described in Section 2.4.1. In each iteration, the simu-

lation model obtains the results from the planning model, and uses the FIFO

dispatching rule to run 50 replications and collect the average partial cycle

times. Then the new partial cycle times are used in the planning model for

the next iteration. After 20 iterations, the average partial cycle times are used

as “historical data” for all the experiments in this chapter.

2.5 Experimental Results

In the following discussion, the charts that present the simulation re-

sults use the notation in Figure 2.1. Three dispatching rules are implemented

for the detailed scheduling: F represents FIFO, L represents LIFO, and T

means using the target following dispatching rule. Aggregate performance

measures obtained from simulation are shown as a function of the three argu-

ments:

1. Model: controlling WIP at the buffer level (B) or controlling WIP at the

station level (S) in high level scheduling;

2. Approach: the approach that feeds detailed scheduling (whether it is

PD, PHD, or HD);

3. Dispatching rule: the dispatching rule used in detailed scheduling (whether

it is F, L or T).
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In the following, the term approach is also used to denote a combination of

two or three elements above. For example, approach PD-T means that only

the planning model is used and the results are executed by the target follow-

ing dispatching rule in simulation. Sometimes only one or two of the above

arguments are used to represent approaches that share the same character of

the omitted argument. For example, without any specific dispatching rule,

B-HD represents any approach in which no planning model is involved, and

the high-level scheduling model controls WIP at the buffer level.

To understand how the system performance changes, certain parame-

ters are varied to see their potentially different effects on the relative perfor-

mances of the tested planning/scheduling approaches. In particular, different

scenarios are employed for machine breakdowns, and the demand variation

across shifts and the unit backorder costs are varied. The mini-fab setting

explained in Section 2.4 is the base case setting, and in each of the following

experiments, only one of the parameters is changed at a time. As mentioned in

Section 2.3.3, the proposed approaches use predetermined target cycle times.

To find proper target cycle times and get some insights, all approaches are

executed with varied target cycle times with 50 replications for each run in

Section 2.5.1, and the best target cycle time for each approach is chosen for

all the following experiments.

The criteria used to evaluate the simulation results are discussed next.

A common performance measure used in real manufacturing systems is cycle

time, which measures how much time a product spends in the system. Average
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cycle time is a typical aggregated measure of the cycle time performance for

each product category. When comparing different approaches or parameters

for different products, it is possible that one product’s average cycle time is

smaller and the other’s is bigger across different approaches and models. To

facilitate a reasonable overall comparison of cycle times, the weighted average

cycle time is compared, with the weights set equal to the product demand

rates, thus producing a demand-weighted average cycle time as a common

measure across both products.

Two major performance measures are weighted average cycle times and

total inventory and backorder costs. WCT represents the demand-weighted

average cycle time. C denotes the total inventory and backorder costs, and

the term costs is used to represent total inventory and backorder costs in the

remaining part of this chapter.

2.5.1 Impact of Target Cycle Times

Since both products have the same processing time and only slight

difference in terms of demand, it is reasonable to expect them to have similar

average cycle times. Thus the target cycle times are set to be the same for both

products. For notational simplicity, a new parameter, X-factor, is defined as

the ratio between the target cycle time and the average total raw processing

time. In order to get some insights about the impact of target cycle time and

to find a proper target cycle time, in the following experiments, each approach

is executed with different X-factors from 1 to 3.9 with an increment of 0.1. For
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every X-factor, the simulation runs for 50 replications and collects the average

weighted cycle time and average total costs of inventory and backorder.

Figure 2.4 shows the impact of different target cycle times in the base

setting. For clarity, Figure 2.4 only includes results from PD-T and S-HD-T.

In Figure 2.4, the two straight lines are the results from PD-T, since it does

not consider WIP, and hence does not depend on the X-factor. The two curved

lines are the results from S-HD-T. For each approach, i.e., PD-T or S-HD-T,

the solid line represents the total costs of inventory and backorder, and the

dashed line weighted cycle times. Bars along the lines show the corresponding

95% confidence interval for each data point.

Figure 2.4 induces several observations:

1. The weighted cycle times from S-HD-T are always significantly less than

the weighted cycle times from PD-T for all X-factors in this experiment.

The total costs from S-HD-T are higher than those from PD-T in most

cases.

2. As the X-factor increases, costs first decrease and then increase after

reaching their lowest value. Such behavior suggests a bisection search

algorithm to find the lowest costs, which is not discussed in this chapter.

3. With the same mini-fab setting, weighted cycle time and costs seem to

be negatively correlated, i.e., in most cases when weighted cycle time

decreases, the corresponding costs increase.
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Figure 2.4: Impact of target cycle times (base setting)

Based on the above observations, it is reasonable to expect that with a proper

X-factor, S-HD-T achieves much lower weighted cycle time and similar or

slightly higher costs than PD-T. Such an expectation is realized in all the

experiments in this chapter.

Figure 2.4 shows that a small X-factor results in small weighted cycle

time but high costs of inventory and backorder. As the X-factor increases,

weighted cycle time increases but costs decrease. However, if the X-factor

exceeds a certain range, both weighted cycle time and costs tend to increase

as the X-factor increases. It is very common that one approach has lower
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weighted cycle time but higher costs than another approach. Thus, a new

criterion, combined percentage difference, is introduced to choose a good X-

factor. The combined percentage difference is calculated as:

Combined Percentage Difference =

(
WCTPD −WCTA

WCTPD

+
CPD − CA

CPD

)
×100%,

(2.19)

where the sub-script “PD” denotes the value for the PD approach, and the

sub-script “A” represents any approach other than PD. A higher combined per-

centage difference indicates better performance. The first term on the right

side of (2.19) denotes the percentage difference in weighted cycle time, and the

second term as the percentage difference in costs. For each proposed approach,

the best X-factor is chosen as the one which achieves the maximum combined

percentage difference under the base setting. The combined percentage dif-

ference between PD-T and all other approaches is presented in Figure 2.5. The

x -axis represents different X-factors from 1 to 3.9 with increment of 0.1 for

each approach in Figure 2.5. To make the figure easy to read, the x -axis is

omitted. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, a higher combined percent-

age difference is desirable. In Figure 2.5, data from B-PHD-T are not available

when the X-factor is greater than 3, since B-PHD can no longer find any fea-

sible solution for a very large X-factor. The reason is that B-PHD manages

to meet the demand from the planning results, and also tries to control WIP

level for each buffer at the same time. Thus, a very large X-factor, which in

turn requires a very large target WIP level, results in infeasibility for B-PHD.

Also, when the X-factor exceeds 2.5 in Figure 2.5, the combined percentage
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Figure 2.5: Combined percentage difference for different X-factors (base set-
ting)

difference decreases as the X-factor increases. These observations indicate that

a large X-factor, or equivalently large target cycle time, should be avoided if

possible.

The proposed approaches, except for B-PHD-T, achieve a positive com-

bined percentage difference over PD-T for all X-factors between 1 and 3.9.

B-PHD-T can achieve a positive combined percentage difference when com-

pared with PD-T as long as the X-factor is less than 2.5. All these lead to the

conclusion that as long as the X-factor is reasonable, i.e., not too large, the
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Table 2.4: X-factor for every proposed approach

Approach S-PHD-T B-PHD-T S-HD-T B-HD-T
X-factor 1.3 1.6 1.1 1.3

proposed approaches can outperform PD-T, in that they achieve much lower

weighted cycle time than PD-T with a small increase in costs.

Finally, in Figure 2.5, the best X-factors are chosen for each approach

in the following experiments as shown in Table 2.4.

2.5.2 Base Setting Results

In the base experimental setting, described in Section 2.4.1, the time

between machine failures and the time to repair follow exponential distribu-

tions. The mean time between failures (MTBF) for each machine at station 2

is 1000 minutes, and the mean time to repair (MTTR) is 45 minutes, which

produces an availability of 96% (long term percentage of “up” time out of

total time, i.e., MTBF/(MTBF+MTTR)). Figure 2.6 shows the results from

all the approaches under the base setting so as to provide an overall picture

here. In Figure 2.6, no matter which dispatching rule is used, planning model

PD always yields the longest weighted cycle time, and B-PHD always yields

the largest inventory and backorder costs. Figure 2.7 shows the combined

percentage difference compared to PD-T. S-HD-T is the best approach for the

base setting, and controlling WIP at the station level is better than controlling
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Figure 2.6: Weighted cycle time and costs comparison for base setting

WIP at the buffer level for all dispatching rules. Figure 2.6 shows that tar-

get following works best among all three dispatching rules for every approach,

and this observation is true for all experiments in this chapter. In Figure 2.7,

FIFO has a higher combined percentage difference than target following. This

is mainly due to the fact that PD has a longer weighted cycle time and higher

cost using FIFO than a target following policy. Thus, Figure 2.7 supports the

claim that target following works better than FIFO and LIFO. Also, all three

dispatching rules give consistent results in most cases, i.e., if one approach is

better than the other using one dispatching rule, it is also better when using

the other two dispatching rules. Thus, for clarity and simplicity, only the re-

sults from the target following dispatching rule are presented in the rest of this
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chapter.
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Figure 2.7: Combined percentage difference for base setting

2.5.3 Machine Breakdowns

In this section the frequency (MTBF) and duration (MTTR) of the

breakdowns are varied to evaluate the impact of machine breakdowns. To keep

the evaluation simple, the traffic intensity of station 2 remains less than the

traffic intensity of station 3, so that the bottleneck station does not change

with the variation of the downtime parameters. To isolate one factor from

another, when one of the parameters is modified, the others remain at the

base levels as described in Section 2.4.1. First, the MTBF at station 2 is

varied, and the mean repair time is kept at 45 minutes. The MTBF changes
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Table 2.5: MTBF for machines in station 2 (MTTR = 45 minutes)

MTBF (minute) 1000 598 405 255
Station 2 availability 96% 93% 90% 85%

Station 2 traffic intensity 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.83

according to Table 2.5. It is clear from Figure 2.8 that PD-T results in the

longest weighted cycle time in all experiments. The 95% confidence interval of

weighted cycle time for PD-T does not have any overlap with that of any other

approach in all scenarios, thus, all the proposed approaches are significantly

better than PD-T in terms of weighted cycle time. PD-T results in lower

costs in most of the scenarios, and the difference is also significant. This is

likely due to the roughly negative correlation between weighted cycle time

and costs, which is observed in Section 2.5.1. Figure 2.9 shows the combined

percentage difference between the proposed approaches and PD-T. All the

proposed approaches have a positive combined percentage difference and the

highest one is 18%, which means the proposed approaches achieve much lower

weighted cycle time with slightly higher costs than PD-T. Within the proposed

approaches, the approach that controls WIP at the station level (S) always

has better performance in terms of combined percentage difference than the

corresponding approach that controls WIP at the buffer level (B). This is also

true for most of the experiments in this chapter. The core reason for this

can be seen by examining the typical release patterns produced by these two

different WIP control policies. Table 2.6 shows a typical release pattern in
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Figure 2.8: Impact of MTBF to weighted cycle time and costs

10 shifts from all approaches. To save space, P1 and P2 are used to denote

products 1 and 2, respectively. In Table 2.6, each row represents one shift, and

each cell shows the number of jobs uniformly released into the mini-fab during

that shift. Release patterns like those in Table 2.6 are repeated along all the

experimental horizon, i.e., 300 shifts. For every product, the total number of

released jobs differs by less than one percent across different approaches.

Table 2.6 shows that PD tries to avoid releasing two products simulta-

neously in the same shift. Since S-PHD and B-PHD get demand information

from the planning results, these two approaches also try to alternate the re-

lease of these two products, i.e., the release of one product decreases whenever

the release of the other product increases. However, in every shift, the differ-
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Figure 2.9: Combined percentage changes for differentMTBF

ence between the released jobs of both products from S-PHD is larger than

that from B-PHD. It is also true that B-HD releases products more evenly

than S-HD does. The latter tends to alternate the release of the two products.

The difference in the release pattern between controlling WIP at the buffer

level and at the station level is reasonable. When WIP level is controlled for

the whole station, i.e., WIP across all buffers in that station, the model is

more flexible than the model that controls WIP for each individual buffer.

Therefore, controlling WIP at the station level avoids competition at the same

station between two products, which in general leads to better performance

than controlling WIP at the buffer level. Figure 2.10 shows the uncombined

percentage difference, i.e., the percentage changes in weighted cycle time vs.
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Table 2.6: Typical release pattern from all approaches (base setting)

PD S-PHD B-PHD S-HD B-HD

P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2 P1 P2
16 0 14 3 9 8 7 9 8 8
11 8 14 2 9 8 7 9 8 8
15 0 11 6 9 9 7 9 8 7
0 20 5 12 9 8 7 10 8 8
13 0 8 9 7 9 7 9 9 8
0 22 5 12 7 9 10 6 9 8
11 0 5 12 7 9 10 7 9 8
0 24 5 12 7 9 10 7 9 8
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Figure 2.10: Percentage changes for different MTBF: WCT vs. Cost
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the percentage changes in costs, between the proposed approaches and PD-T.

On the x -axis, the value of the percentage changes in weighted cycle time, i.e.,

(WCTA −WCTPD) /WCTPD, is calculated for each scenario, where “A” de-

notes one of the proposed approaches. On the y-axis, the value of the percent-

age changes in costs, i.e., (CA − CPD) /CPD, is calculated. The same scenario

is represented by the marker of the same size across different approaches, and

the marker size increases as the MTBF increases. The dashed line represents

the diagonal where the percentage decrease of weighted cycle time is the same

as the percentage increase of costs. Thus, results below the dashed line are

desirable. As can be seen from Figure 2.10, S-HD-T outperforms S-PHD-T

and B-PHD-T in terms of both costs and cycle times, and S-HD-T is better

than B-HD-T unless one has much more concern for costs than for weighted

cycle time. Figure 2.10 also confirms the previous conclusion that controlling

WIP at the station level is better than at the buffer level. As station 2 avail-

ability decreases, the combined percentage difference decreases in Figure 2.9

and data points tend to move toward the dashed line, as shown in Figure 2.10.

This is due to the fact that the X-factors are chosen according to the results

of the base setting, in which the availability for station 2 is 96%. If the right

X-factors are chosen for each scenario, a higher combined percentage difference

is expected for the other three scenarios than those values appearing in Figure

2.9. Since it takes a long time to run tests similar to those in Section 2.5.1,

that direction of inquiry is not pursued in this chapter. On the other hand,

Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 also provide evidence that the proposed approaches
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Figure 2.11: Impact of MTTR to weighted cycle time and costs

achieve better performance than the traditional planning scheme, i.e., PD-T,

even with a slightly biased X-factor.

Since the graph in Figure 2.10 provides more information than Figure

2.9, the remaining part of this chapter only present results in this format,

which shows percentage changes in terms of both WCT and costs.

Table 2.7: MTTR for machines in station 2 (MTBF = 1000 minutes)

MTTR (minute) 45 75 111 176
Station 2 availability 96% 93% 90% 85%

Station 2 traffic intensity 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.83
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Next, the MTTR is varied according to Table 2.7, and the MTBF

remains at 1000 minutes. The MTTR is chosen to achieve the availability and

traffic intensity as in Table 2.5 for machines at station 2. Figure 2.11 and

Figure 2.12 show the results for all scenarios. These results are quite similar
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Figure 2.12: Percentage changes for different MTTR: WCT vs. Cost

with what is observed when changing the MTBF, i.e., the proposed approaches

achieve a much lower weighted cycle time than PD with a small increase in

costs. Again, Figure 2.12 provides evidence that S-HD-T performs best when

machine breakdown is the major issue, and controlling WIP at the station

level works better than controlling WIP at the buffer level.
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2.5.4 Demand Variation

In the base setting, the demand rates follow a discrete uniform distribu-

tion of U(115, 125) and U(105, 115) jobs per week, i.e., 14 shifts, for product

1 and 2, respectively. In this section, the demand variation is changed by

extending the range of the uniform distribution, taking range values from 20

to 60 with an increment of 10. Both products have the same mean demand

rates at 120 and 110 jobs per week, respectively. See Table 2.8 for the specific

demand distribution. In Figure 2.13, note that the weighted cycle time and

Table 2.8: Demand profiles with different Uniform distribution

Demand Range 10 20 30
P1 demand (115, 125) (110, 130) (105, 135)
P2 demand (105, 115) (100, 120) (95, 125)

Demand Range 40 50 60
P1 demand (100, 140)) (95, 145) (90, 150)
P2 demand (90, 130) (85, 135) (80, 140)

costs tend to increase as the demand variation increases. When the demand

range is higher than 30 jobs per week, S-PHD-T has a very low weighted cycle

time and its costs are the second lowest in Figure 2.13. In Figure 2.14, a larger

symbol represents larger demand variation. When the demand range is small

(less than or equal to 30 jobs per week) in Figure 2.14, S-HD-T has the best

performance, i.e., weighted cycle time is reduced by around 22% and cost is

slightly increased by less than 3% when compared with PD-T. However, when

the demand range is larger than 30 jobs per week, S-PHD-T turns out to be
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Figure 2.13: Impact from demand variation

the best approach. Since S-PHD-T obtains the demand profile from plan-

ning results instead of the original demand, its release pattern tends to follow

the release pattern from the planning, which weights costs more heavily than

WIP. Thus, S-PHD-T can achieve lower costs compared to the other proposed

approaches when demand variation is significant.

2.5.5 Unit Backorder Cost

This section evaluates the impact of varying the unit backorder cost,

which takes a value of $2, $4, $5, $6 or $8 per job per shift. When the unit

backorder cost changes, the unit inventory cost is fixed to the base level, i.e.,

$1 per job per shift. Figure 2.15 shows the weighted cycle times and costs

with different unit backorder costs.
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Figure 2.14: Percentage changes for different demand variation: WCT vs.
Costs

One observation is that costs increase as the unit backorder cost goes

up. Figure 2.16 shows the average jobs in inventory and backorder amount per

shift. When the unit backorder cost is set as high as $8, which is eight times

of the cost of unit inventory, there are hardly any backorders. When the unit

backorder cost is set to $50, the results are similar to the scenario when the

unit backorder cost is set to $8. Thus, only five typical scenarios are presented

here and other potential settings are omitted in this section.

Figure 2.17 shows the percentage difference between the proposed ap-
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Figure 2.15: Impact from unit backorder cost

proaches and PD-T, and a larger symbol represents higher unit backorder

cost. When the unit backorder cost is set to $4, B-PHD-T has a worse per-

formance than PD-T. The primary reason for this is that PD-T results in a

lower weighted cycle time in the second scenario as compared to other scenar-

ios. Other than that, the results are consistent with the previous observations,

e.g., controlling WIP at the station level is better than controlling WIP at the

buffer level. Again, the proposed approaches, with the exception of B-PHD-T,

outperform PD-T.
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Figure 2.16: Average inventory and backorder per shift (unit: job)

2.6 Conclusions and future work

This chapter describes an approach that incorporates an intermedi-

ate stage into the usual planning-scheduling hierarchy to seek coordination

between planning and detailed scheduling. This approach consists of the

usual planning model and a high level scheduling model, both of which feed

dispatching-based detailed scheduling. The high level scheduling model ex-

plicitly controls the WIP over time stage by stage in the system and provides

a more specific guide to detailed scheduling. In this process, the high level

scheduling model strives to achieve short cycle times and low costs. The nu-

merical results produced by the mini-fab model, indicate that the proposed

approach results in shorter weighted cycle times than the conventional two-
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Figure 2.17: Percentage changes for different unit backorder cost: WCT vs.
Cost

stage approach of feeding planning results into a detailed scheduling algorithm.

In the majority of the cases, the use of the high level scheduling model,

either as an intermediate step between planning and detailed scheduling or

as an initial step before detailed scheduling, results in similar inventory and

backorder costs. All these results indicate that if more scheduling details are

considered in the planning level and/or at an intermediate level before detailed

scheduling, better performance can be achieved on the shop-floor both in terms

of cycle times and system costs including inventory and backorders.

When it comes to target cycle time or target X-factor, the numerical

study results show that there is a certain range of X-factors within which all

the proposed approaches achieve lower weighted cycle times than the usual
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planning-scheduling approach with a small increase in costs. The numerical

results also indicate that even with a slightly biased X-factor, the proposed

approaches still perform very well. The question of how to quickly find the best

X-factor for different scenarios is left as future research work. This chapter also

compares two WIP control policies: controlling WIP at the station level and

at the buffer level. All the experiments indicate that controlling WIP at the

station level is better than controlling WIP at the buffer level. Finally, when

machine breakdown is the major issue, the best approach is S-HD, i.e., using

the high level scheduling model as an initial step before detailed scheduling,

and controlling WIP at the station level. When demand variation is the major

issue, the best approach is S-PHD, i.e., using the high level scheduling model as

an intermediate step between planning and detailed scheduling, and controlling

WIP at the station level.

In actual manufacturing systems, most planning and scheduling sys-

tems are implemented in a rolling horizon fashion. Such a framework can also

be used in the three-level planning/high-level scheduling/detailed scheduling

approach. For example, the planning model would generate a plan for one

quarter every month, and produce the first several months’ demand profile,

release schedule, and production targets, for the upcoming weeks. This in-

formation would then be released to the high level scheduling model. Then

the high level scheduling model would generate a more granular (say by day

or shift) release policy and processing targets, for each major processing step

pertaining to the upcoming week or month. On the shop floor, the detailed
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scheduling step would try to implement the high-level scheduling decisions

made for the next few days. High level scheduling and planning steps can be

rerun with some regular frequency (say every week and month, respectively).

During the execution of detailed scheduling, the current system status, such

as WIP level and machine availability, may provide feedback that would ini-

tiate more frequent runs of the high level scheduling and planning models.

The rolling horizon approach should improve the performance of the proposed

approach that incorporates a high-level scheduling model. Simulation of such

a rolling horizon approach requires significant effort and is left as a topic for

future research.
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Chapter 3

Scheduling with Advanced Process Control

Constraints

3.1 Introduction

Advanced Process Control (APC) is a broad term that is composed of

different process control tools such as model predictive control (MPC), pro-

cess modeling, system identification, controller performance monitoring and

diagnosis. APC is widely used in the chemical industries to improve prod-

uct quality or reduce operation cost. In semiconductor manufacturing, APC

determines control parameters for machines based on measurement results so

that the quality of the wafer is guaranteed.

Production scheduling has been studied extensively for decades. The

semiconductor production environment has characteristics of process flows

with reentrant structure, long cycle times, complex operational constraints

such as time limits between operations, and job priorities. Recently, more and

more semiconductor manufacturing companies have observed that APC re-

quirements enforce additional constraints which make the scheduling problem

even more complicated. Scheduling decisions in turn affect the APC results.

Therefore it is critical to investigate the relation between these two compo-
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nents. How to make better decisions for both scheduling and APC is a timely

topic for both academic researchers and industry practioners.

This chapter focuses on one aspect of the interplay between APC and

scheduling in semiconductor manufacturing systems. In a semiconductor fab,

APC determines the parameter settings of a machine, e.g., the etch time of

an etching step. For example, a Kalman filter based approach can be used

to control multi-product/-process systems [41]. Once a job is completed, the

state of the completed job is used in an APC model to predict the state of

the next job. Based on the prediction, control parameters are determined for

the next operation to achieve certain predefined set points. In a normal APC

model, the level of uncertainty in individual state estimates is calculated by

the trace of a time-varying error covariance matrix. The size of the errors in

the states is affected by the order in which jobs are processed and which jobs

are measured. Therefore, in order to obtain a good state prediction and thus

achieve higher product quality, the APC model keeps updating the status of

different layer/machine combinations. If a machine has not processed a specific

layer of a wafer type for some time, the APC model may require a so-called

“qualification-run” (or qual-run for short) procedure to reduce the prediction

error and make sure the machine is capable of processing this specific layer.

In a qual-run procedure, a blank wafer is processed and measured to

obtain the status of the machine so that the APC model can determine proper

levels for the machine parameters that will achieve high quality results for the

specific jobs. Before the result of the qual-run is available, the job cannot
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be processed on the machine, which results in the loss of productive machine

capacity. Hence, the coordination between scheduling that tries to keep the

machines utilized with important jobs and APC that tries to keep the APC

model up to date becomes critical for semiconductor manufacturing. This

chapter considers a single-stage scheduling problem with APC (mainly qual-

run) constraints to obtain insight into this coordination issue.

Since the APC problem involves qual-runs and setups, it is necessary to

briefly review some previous work related to setup scheduling. There are many

studies regarding production scheduling with setups. Monma and Potts [37]

extended various one-machine scheduling models, such as maximum lateness

or total weighted completion time, to include batch setup time. They pro-

posed a dynamic programming approach which results in an algorithm that is

polynomially bounded in the number of jobs, but is exponential in the number

of batches. Webster and Baker [56] reviewed the literature on single-machine

scheduling models that incorporate benefits from job grouping. Zdrzalka [61]

studied a single-machine scheduling problem with release and delivery times,

and sequence-independent setups between any two different families. A branch

and bound algorithm is developed to solve problem instances with hundreds

of jobs quickly. Yang and Liao [57] did an extensive survey of static schedul-

ing research involving setup times. In their paper, the literature is classified

into job, class, and job-and-class setup situations. Yuan et al. [60] consid-

ered the single machine batch scheduling problem with family setup times and

release dates to minimize the makespan. They showed that this problem is
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strongly NP-complete, and provided two dynamic programming algorithms.

Uzsoy and Velásquez [51] studied the scheduling of a single machine with

family-dependent setup times. In order to minimize maximum lateness, they

implemented a rolling horizon heuristic and an incomplete dynamic program-

ming heuristic that compares partial schedules and retains the better one.

Although there are hundreds of studies concerning scheduling problems with

setups, to the best of our knowledge, our research is the first work trying to

coordinate scheduling and APC decisions explicitly.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 defines the APC

scheduling problem and introduces the notation. Section 3.3 provides an in-

teger programming (IP) model with a goal programming approach to solve

this problem. In Section 3.4, two versions of the problem are proved to be

strongly NP-hard. Section 3.5 explores the properties of the optimal solutions

in special cases. Section 3.6 takes the advantage of the analysis in Section 3.5

to propose a heuristic algorithm. Section 3.7 compares the heuristic algorithm

and the IP model. Section 3.8 concludes the chapter with our observations

and results.

3.2 Problem Definition

This chapter considers a single-machine multiple-family scenario, and

tries to coordinate the setups from scheduling and “qual-run” requirements

from APC. As mentioned in Section 3.1, APC achieves the smallest estimation

error by frequent changeovers, under which possibly no qual-run is needed.
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However, frequent changeovers would reduce scheduling performance and cause

loss of capacity due to excessive setups.

To achieve short cycle times and high product quality simultaneously,

both APC and scheduling need to sacrifice a little bit. In order to achieve

the best trade off between quality and cost, APC decides a parameter range

which represents an acceptable quality level for every family. Based on this

range, APC provides a threshold value for every family. To simplify notation,

we name such a threshold “APC-value.” In theory, there are two versions of

measurement for the APC-value:

1. Time-based: APC-value is measured in terms of time (Ti);

2. Count-based: APC-value is measured in terms of number of jobs (ni).

Only the count-based APC-value is widely used in practice. Thus, the majority

of this chapter only deals with count-based APC constraints.

After the machine finishes a job of Family i, the next time the machine

processes a job from the same Family i, it needs to check if the time-based

or count-based interval between the two runs of the family exceeds the APC-

value. If the interval exceeds the APC-value, a qual-run is required to obtain

updated data on the machine. Before the result of the qual-run for Family

i is available, no job of Family i can be processed on that machine, which

results in the loss of productive machine capacity. Frequent changeovers may

reduce the number of qual-runs, but will result in lost capacity. Therefore, it
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is necessary to find the trade-off between the time spent for setups and the

time lost due to qual-runs.

The following assumptions are made to facilitate discussion in the re-

maining part of this chapter:

• We consider a single-machine problem, with a single shift over which the

schedule of jobs from multiple families is decided.

• Family i is given a processing target mi, which means the target is to

finish mi jobs of Family i in one shift. The processing target is typically

provided by management or as the output of a planning model.

• Only current WIP (Work-In-Progress) inventory is considered, and there

are no more incoming jobs in the shift.

• The setup time for changeovers between jobs from different families is

sequence-independent, and no setups are performed between jobs from

the same family.

• A setup is executed before every qual-run.

The two main objectives are minimize the deviation from the produc-

tion targets across all families, and minimize the total time spent for setups

and qual-runs. Below, the relevant notation is introduced.

Sets:
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I set of product families, indexed by i

J set of positions in the schedule, indexed by j

Input Parameters:

pi processing time for jobs of Family i

qi qual-run time for jobs of Family i

si setup time for jobs of Family i

ni threshold value given by APC. If Family i is processed at position j, and

a job of Family i has not been processed from position (j − 1 − ni) to

j−1, then a qual-run is required for Family i before the job is processed

at position j.

mi processing target for Family i (this is the number of jobs of Family i to be

processed during the shift)

ui initially available WIP level for Family i

c machine capacity, i.e., the available processing time during the shift.

3.3 Integer Programming Formulation

This section presents an integer programming model to solve the prob-

lem incorporating setups and qual-runs, and other processing/scheduling issues

on a single machine. Since the APC problem is proved to be strongly NP-hard
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in Section 3.4, the integer programming (IP) model only serves as a bench-

mark to evaluate the proposed heuristic algorithm in Section 3.6. This model

determines the optimal sequence of the current WIP while trying to achieve

a balance between two major objectives: minimization of the deviation from

processing targets across all families, and minimization of the total time spent

for setups and qual-runs. It is more important to meet the processing tar-

gets than to minimize the setup and qual-run time, so a goal programming

approach is used to first minimize the deviation from the processing targets

without explicit consideration of setup and qual-run times. Then, a similar

problem is solved to minimize the total setup and qual-run time. The following

decision variables are used:

Xi,j binary variable, 1 if a setup is required for a job of Family i processed in

the jth position; 0 otherwise

Yi,j binary variable, 1 if Family i is processed at the jth position; 0 otherwise

Zi,j binary variable, 1 if a qual run is required for a job of Family i processed

in the jth position; 0 otherwise.

Obviously there is no reason to produce more than the processing targets,

therefore, minimizing the deviation from processing targets is the same as

maximizing the number of jobs falling within the processing targets. The

proof is similar to that of Proposition 1 in [49]. The model of achieving the

first goal (minimizing deviations from processing targets) can be written as

the IP as follows:
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max
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

Yi,j

subject to

∑
j∈J

Yi,j ≤ min{mi, ui} ∀i ∈ I (3.1)

Yi,j − Yi,j−1 ≤ Xi,j ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.2)

Yij −
j−1∑

j′=j−ni

Yi,j′ ≤ Zi,j ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.3)

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(si ·Xi,j + qi · Zi,j + pi · Yi,j) ≤ c (3.4)

∑
i∈I

Yi,j ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J (3.5)

Xi,j, Yi,j, Zi,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J. (3.6)

Constraint (3.1) guarantees that the total number of processed jobs is

not more than the minimum of the processing target and the total number of

available jobs for each family. Constraints (3.2) and (3.3) determine whether

a setup or qual-run for jobs of Family i is necessary at position j. Constraint

(3.4) implies that the sum of processing time, setup time and qual-run time

can not exceed the capacity (available time for processing) of the machine.

Constraint (3.5) requires that at most one job can be placed at each position.

Constraints (3.6) list the binary restrictions on decision variables.

Suppose the optimal solution from the above model is Y ∗
i,j, and m̃i =

∑
j∈J

Y ∗
i,j. After the above IP model is solved, the second model is used to
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minimize the total time on setups and qual-runs. Using the same notation,

the model is:

min
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(si ·Xi,j + qi · Zi,j)

subject to

∑
j∈J

Yi,j = m̃i ∀i ∈ I (3.7)

Yi,j − Yi,j−1 ≤ Xi,j ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.8)

Yij −
j−1∑

j′=j−ni

Yi,j′ ≤ Zi,j ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J (3.9)

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(si ·Xi,j + qi · Zi,j) ≤ c−
∑
i∈I

pi · m̃i (3.10)

∑
i∈I

Yi,j ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J (3.11)

Xi,j, Yi,j, Zi,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J. (3.12)

Constraint (3.7) ensures that the total number of processed jobs of each Family

i equals m̃i, which is calculated from the first-level IP model. Constraint (3.10)

requires that all the setup and qual-run times are less than or equal to the

available machine capacity excluding the total processing times for all jobs.

Other than the objective function and these two constraints, the model is the

same as the first-level one.

3.4 Complexity Study

This section only considers the case in which the machine capacity

is large enough to meet all production targets with any non-idling schedule.
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Thus, the first objective in Section 3.2 is already taken care of. Also, since

the total processing time is fixed in this case, minimizing the makespan is

equivalent to minimizing total number of setups and qual-runs. Therefore, the

objective of the problem in this section is to minimize the makespan, which is

equivalent to our original objectives when machine capacity is unlimited. Both

versions of the APC-value can be reduced to the 3-partition problem and thus

are strongly NP-hard.

3-partition: Given 3t positive integer numbers pi, ∀i ∈ S = {1, ..., 3t}, with

the property that
3t∑

i=1

pi = t · b and b/4 < pi < b/2 ∀i ∈ S, is there a

partition S1, .., St, such that
∑
i∈Sj

pi = b, ∀j = 1, ..., t?

In the following, the strong NP-hardness is first proved for the time-based

problem and then for the count-based problem.

Theorem 3.4.1. The single-machine scheduling problem with time-based APC

constraints is strongly NP-hard.

Proof. This problem can be reduced to the 3-partition problem. The instance

is constructed as follows. There are 3t + 1 families: 0, 1, 2, ..., 3t. The number

of jobs in each family is: m0 = t, mi = t + 1 for ∀i ∈ {1, ..., 3t}. Denote the

APC-value of for Family i as Ti, ∀ i = 0, ..., 3t. The parameters satisfy the
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following conditions:

T0 = (1 + t) · b +
3t∑

i=1

si, (3.13)

(2 · T0 + p0) < Ti < 2 · p0, ∀i 6= 0 (3.14)
3t∑

i=1

pi = t · b, (3.15)

b/4 < pi < b/2, ∀i 6= 0 (3.16)

qi > t · si, ∀i 6= 0. (3.17)

Condition (3.15) and (3.16) are the normal conditions for the 3-partition prob-

lem. Condition (3.13) and (3.14) do not involve any pi for i 6= 0, and only

condition 3.17 contains qi for all i 6= 0. Thus, these conditions are easy to

satisfy. Based on these conditions, the following proof shows that the optimal

schedule must have the form in Figure 3.1, and the minimum makespan is

3t∑
i=0

(mi − 1)si +
3t∑

i=1

mipi + m0p0 (3.18)

= t

3t∑
i=0

si + (t + 1)
3t∑

i=1

pi + t · p0. (3.19)

The first term represents the total setup times in the schedule. The second

and the third terms represent the total processing times.

If the schedule does not have any qual-runs, the minimum makespan is

(3.19). Due to condition (3.17), it can be shown for all i 6= 0 that

{
3t∑

i=0

(t · si) + (t + 1)
3t∑

i=1

pi + t · p0} − t · si + qi

> {
3t∑

i=0

(t · si) + (t + 1)
3t∑

i=1

pi + t · p0}.
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Figure 3.1: Strong NP-hardness for the time-based APC constraints

Thus, if a schedule has any qual-run for Family i, the corresponding makespan

is greater than (3.19). Therefore, if the makespan of (3.19) can be achieved in

the optimal schedule, then there is no qual-run in the optimal schedule.

Condition (3.14) indicates that if two jobs are processed from Family

0 consecutively, then a qual-run is required for all other families which are

processed after those two consecutive jobs of Family 0. Thus in order to avoid

the qual-run and minimize the makespan, a single job of Family 0 should

be processed exactly at time T0, (2T0 + p0),..., (t − 1) · p0 + t · T0. Due to

condition (3.14), in order to avoid any qual-runs, at least one job of Family i

(∀i ∈ {1, .., 3t}) needs to be processed within the time interval of [k(p0 + T0),

k(p0 +T0)+T0], where k = 0, ..., t−1. Due to condition (3.14), families within

the time interval of [k(p0+T0), k(p0+T0)+T0] can be arranged in any sequence

without affecting the makespan. The partial schedule is illustrated in Figure

3.1. Within each interval [k(p0 + T0), k(p0 + T0) + T0], at least
3t∑

i=1

(si + pi)

time units, which are denoted by the shaded boxes, are necessary to process

at least one job from all the families except Family 0.

After the partial schedule in Figure 3.1 is fixed, the total time used for
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setups is (t + 1) · s0 +
3t∑

i=0

si. Exactly one job is left for each Family i (i 6= 0)

with the processing time of pi. The available processing time in each interval

[k(p0 + T0), k(p0 + T0) + T0] (k = 0, ..., t− 1) is:

T0 −
3t∑

i=1

(si + pi) = T0 − t · b−
3t∑

i=1

si = b.

If it is possible to allocate all the remaining jobs into these remaining t blocks,

then the makespan in (3.19) is achievable. Otherwise some jobs have to be

processed after the last job of Family 0, and in that case additional setups are

necessary and the makespan in (3.19) is not achievable.

Due to conditions (3.15) and (3.16), if a 3-partition problem is solved,

then the makespan in (3.19) can be achieved. On the other hand, if a schedule

with the makespan in (3.19) is obtained for this case, then the form of the

schedule has to be the one in Figure 3.1. Then, all those additional jobs of

Family i (i 6= 0) in the interval [k(p0+T0), k(p0+T0)+T0] constitute a solution

for the 3-partition problem. Therefore, the single-machine makespan problem

with APC constraints with time based threshold is strongly NP-hard.

The next theorem states that the count-based problem is also strongly

NP-hard.

Theorem 3.4.2. The single-machine scheduling problem with count-based APC

constraints is strongly NP-hard.

Proof. The decision version of the problem is proved to be strongly NP-

hard. The decision problem is stated as follows: given a single-machine
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makespan problem with count-based APC constraints, is there a schedule

whose makespan is equal to or lower than a predetermined value z?

Here is the instance of the single-machine makespan problem with

count-based APC constraints. There are (3t + 1) families: 0, 1, ..., 3t. The

parameters satisfy the following conditions:

mi < m0 − t + 1 ∀i > 0 (3.20)

(n0 − 1)/4 < mi < (n0 − 1)/2, ∀i > 0 (3.21)
3t∑

i=1

mi = t · (n0 − 1) (3.22)

ni = t · n0 −mi + 1, ∀i > 0 (3.23)

qi > (t− 1) · si ∀i ≥ 0 (3.24)

si > (t− 1) · s0 ∀i > 0 (3.25)

z =
3t∑

i=1

si + t · s0 +
3t∑

i=0

mi · pi. (3.26)

Conditions (3.21) and (3.22) are normal conditions for the 3-partition problem.

ni’s and qi’s for all i 6= 0 are only present in condition (3.23) and (3.24),

respectively. Thus, it is easy to satisfy these conditions.

The first step is to prove that if a schedule has a makespan of z as in

condition (3.26), then the schedule must be of the form in Figure 3.2, and no

family except Family 0 is partitioned. In Figure 3.2, one single job of Family

0 is processed at positions n0, 2n0, ..., (t− 1)n0. Let c0 = (m0 − t + 1). c0 jobs

of Family 0 are processed from position (t · n0 + 1) to position t · n0 + c0. All

jobs from families other than 0 are processed somewhere before position t · n0
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without any partition. If there is a feasible schedule of the form in Figure 3.2

and no family except Family 0 is partitioned, then the makespan is z.

Figure 3.2: Strong NP-hardness for the count-based APC constraints

Any schedule S must have either one of the following two mutually

exclusive properties: (i) there is no partition for any family in {1, 2, ..., 3t}; or

(ii) there is at least one partition for at least one Family i, where i = 1, ..., 3t.

In Case (i), the total processing time for all jobs of families 1, 2, ..., 3t

is

z(0) =
3t∑

i=1

si +
3t∑

i=1

mi · pi.

Thus,

z − z(0) = t · s0 + m0 · p0 < q0 + s0 + m0 · p0. (3.27)

If Schedule S has any qual-run for Family 0, the makespan is greater than z

due to (3.27) and (3.24). In order to avoid a qual-run, at least (t−1) jobs from

Family 0 need to be processed before position t·n0 due to the APC constraints.

On the other hand, if more than t− 1 jobs are processed from Family 0 before

position t · n0, then due to (3.23) and the fact that there is no partition for

any Family i (i 6= 0) in Case (i), there must be at least one qual-run for some

Family i (i 6= 0), whichever is the last family to be processed before position
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t · n0. In that case, the makespan of S is greater than z − (t − 1) · s0 + qi,

which is greater than z due to conditions (3.24) and (3.25). Therefore, exactly

(t− 1) jobs of Family 0 are processed before position t · n0 in case (i). Due to

the APC constraints, the positions of those (t− 1) jobs of Family 0 have to be

exactly the same as in Figure 3.2. Therefore, Schedule S must have the form

in Figure 3.2.

In Case (ii), suppose Family r is partitioned into at least two parts.

Thus, at least one additional setup of Family r is required with setup time sr.

The total processing time for all jobs from all families is at least

z′ =
3t∑

i=0

si +
3t∑

i=0

mi · pi + sr > z.

The inequality is due to (3.25). If there is any qual-run, the makespan would

be greater than z′. Therefore, the makespan of any schedule in case (ii) is

greater than z.

Altogether, we have shown that any schedule S whose makespan is less

than or equal to z must have the form in Figure 3.2, and no partition except

for Family 0 is allowed in S. Now, the problem of whether such a schedule S

exists is a 3-partition problem due to (3.21) and (3.22). If there is a solution

to the 3-partition problem, then the solution is a feasible schedule S whose

makespan is z. On the other hand, if there is a schedule S whose makespan is

z, all families other than Family 0 constitute a solution to the corresponding

3-partition problem. Therefore, the problem is strongly NP-hard.
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In semiconductor manufacturing practice, count-based APC constraints

are widely used, and thus the rest of this chapter focuses on the scheduling

problem with count-based APC constraints only.

3.5 Analysis of Special Cases

This section analyzes several special cases with the goal of using them

in developing an efficient algorithm to solve the general problem. To keep

things simple, this section considers only the problem with enough machine

capacity to finish all processing targets for all families. Also, in Subsections

3.5.1 and 3.5.2, a “batch” means a group of jobs of the same family and are

processed consecutively. “Batch size” means the number of units/jobs in the

group. “Block” means a group of jobs from possibly different families that are

processed consecutively with no qual-run required. First, the optimal schedule

is derived for the two-family case, and then several properties of the optimal

schedule for the N -family case are discussed.

3.5.1 Two-family Case

In this setting, only two different families exist in the system. The

optimal schedule is given in Lemma 3.5.2. In the following, dxe denotes the

smallest integer which is greater than or equal to x.

Lemma 3.5.1. Suppose dm1/n2e ≤ dm2/n1e and s1 = s2 = s. If min{q1, q2} <

2s(dm1/n2e−1), then having two big batches achieves the minimum total time

of setups and qual-runs. Otherwise, the optimal schedule processes Families 1
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Figure 3.3: Two solutions in Lemma 3.5.1

and 2 alternately. In the second case, every batch of Family 1 and Family 2

except the last batch has no more than n2 and n1 jobs, respectively. Family 1

and 2 have the same number dm1/n2e of batches, and Family 1 is processed

first.

Proof. Figure 3.3 provides an illustration of the optimal schedules. First,

there are only two solution candidates: (1) two big batches, or (2) alternately

processing jobs of Families 1 and 2 with batch sizes of no more than n2 and

n1, respectively. For solution (1), there is one qual-run and two setups (one at

the beginning, and another after finishing the first batch). If there are more

than two batches, and if there is at least one batch of Family i except the last

batch with size more than nj (i 6= j), then there has to be at least one qual-

run and three setups, which is worse than solution (1). Therefore, the only

solution with more than two batches that could be better than (1) is solution
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(2), where there is no qual-run. If every batch of Family 1 and 2 is strictly

less than n2 and n1, respectively, then there are more than dm1/n2e number

of batches. In that case, there are more setups than necessary. Altogether, it

is sufficient to consider only schedules which are in the form of (1) or (2).

For solution (1), the total time used for setups and qual-runs is min{q1, q2}+
2s. For solution (2), in order to achieve the minimum number of setups with-

out any qual-run, the total number of batches for Family 1 and Family 2 have

to be the same as min{dm1/n2e, dm2/n1e}. Since dm1/n2e ≤ dm2/n1e, the

total number of setups is 2dm1/n2e. Hence, the total setup and qual-run time

is 2sdm1/n2e in solution (2). If min{q1, q2} > 2s(dm1/n2e − 1), then solution

(2) is better; otherwise solution (1) is better.

We now relax the s1 = s2 = s condition, and obtain the following

lemma for the general case.

Lemma 3.5.2. Suppose dm1/n2e ≤ dm2/n1e, if min{q1, q2} < (s1 + s2) ·
(dm1/n2e − 1), then having two batches achieves the minimum total time of

setups and qual-runs. Otherwise, the optimal schedule is to process Family 1

and 2 alternately. In the second case, every batch of Family 1 and Family 2

except the last batch has no more than n2 and n1 jobs, respectively. Family

1 and 2 have the same number of batches of dm1/n2e jobs, and Family 1 is

processed first.

Proof. The analysis is similar to Lemma 3.5.1 and only one of the two so-

lutions in Figure 3.3 may be optimal. The total setup and qual-run time is
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min{q1, q2}+ s1 + s2 in solution (1), and (s1 + s2) · (dm1/n2e − 1) in solution

(2). Therefore the proof is similar to Lemma 3.5.1 and is omitted here.

3.5.2 N-family Case

This subsection considers the N -family problem with different setup

and qual-run times. The goal is to obtain structural results characterizing the

optimal solutions. First, new notation is introduced to facilitate the analysis:

Q(i1, .., ik) represents a block of the schedule which contains jobs only from

Families i1 to ik and for which there is no qual-run during processing the

block.

Q(·) represents a block of the schedule which contains an unspecified subset of

families (a “batch”) without any qual-runs. |Q(·)| denotes the number

of jobs in Q(·).

Q(·, i1, ..., in) represents the schedule which contains some unspecified families

in addition to Family i1 to in, where {i1, ..., in} ⊂ {1, ..., N}.

W [Q(·)] represents the total setup time in this part of the schedule. Any

possible qual-run that is placed before the first job of Q(·) is not included

in W [Q(·)].

When there are two or more Q(·)’s listed together, there is one qual-run and

one setup between any two consecutive Q(·)’s, but there is no qual-run for the

first Q(·) in any schedule. For example, Q(1, 2)Q(3) represents a schedule in
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which all the jobs from families 1 and 2 are processed in some sequence (with

necessary setups between switch-overs but without any qual-run). Family 3 is

processed only after all jobs of Family 1 and 2 are finished, and a qual-run for

Family 3 is required before processing any job of Family 3. In this example,

the total setup and qual-run time is W [Q(1, 2)] + q3 + s3.

Lemma 3.5.3. Q(·, k)Q(j) has a makespan no greater than that of Q(·)Q(j, k)

if the qual-run for Family j is required in both schedules.

Proof. First of all, there is no need to perform a qual-run for Family k, because

Family k is contained in the second block of Q(·)Q(j, k), which has only one

qual-run for Family j and this indicates that the APC-value of Family k is

not exceeded. Therefore, if all the jobs of Family k in Q(j, k) are appended to

Q(·), then the new schedule has the same number of qual-runs and the same

number of setups or fewer. Thus, the makespan of Q(·, k)Q(j) is not larger

than that of Q(·)Q(j, k).

Lemma 3.5.4. Q(·, i1, i2, ..., ik−1, ik+1, ..., in)Q(ik) has a makespan no greater

than that of Q(·)Q(i1, i2, ..., ik, ..., in) if the qual-run for Family ik is required

in both schedules.

Proof. Notice that a qual-run is required for Family ik, and no qual-run is

required for Family ij, where j 6= k. If all the families other than ik are

appended to Q(·), the new schedule Q(·, i1, i2, ..., ik−1, ik+1, ..., in)Q(ik) has

the same number of qual-runs and the same number of setups or fewer.
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Theorem 3.5.5. In an N-family setting, there exists an optimal solution such

that only the first block Q(·) contains multiple families and all other blocks con-

tain one family each, e.g., the schedule is of the form Q(i1, i2, ..., iN−k)Q(iN−k+1)...Q(iN).

Proof. For any schedule S, suppose Q(·, j) is the last batch which has multiple

families, i.e., all batches after batch Q(·, j) contain one family each, and sup-

pose the qual-run is for Family j. Since all the batches after Q(·, j) must have

qual-runs, any changes to batch Q(·, j) or the batches before Q(·, j) do not

affect the batches after Q(·, j). Therefore, according to Lemma 3.5.4, a better

schedule can be obtained by moving all the jobs from families other than j

out of Q(·, j) and into the batch right before it. A similar analysis can be

applied to the last multi-family batch in the new schedule until all the batches

except the first one contain one family each in the new schedule. Therefore,

there exists an optimal solution where only the first block contains multiple

families.

Theorem 3.5.5 greatly reduces the search space for the optimal solution,

and provides the basis for the heuristic algorithm in Section 3.6.

Lemma 3.5.6. Suppose S = {i1, i2, . . . , iK} is a set which contains K families.

If ∀j ∈ S, nj ≤ K − 1, and ∃j′ ∈ S such that nj′ < K − 1, and mj′ > 1, then

there is at least one qual-run in any schedule.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that ni1 < K − 1. In order

to avoid a qual-run, the schedule has to switch frequently from one family
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to another. One way to do so is to process a single job from each family and

switch to another family, e.g., execute a schedule of the form i1i2...iKi1i2...iK ....

However, even this sequence requires a qual-run for Family i1. Thus, at least

one qual-run is required in any schedule.

3.6 Heuristic Algorithm

This heuristic algorithm is based on the special case analysis in Section

3.5, and considers machine capacity in the schedule. According to Theorem

3.5.5, the schedule can be generated by three main steps:

1. select the families which require a qual-run and should be separated from

the first block Q (·),

2. generate the schedule for the first block Q (·) with the remaining families,

and

3. revise the schedule to fit the machine capacity.

The major focus of the heuristic algorithm is the first block Q(·). The idea is to

exclude families from Q(·) one by one according to four criteria, and generate a

schedule for the first Q (·). According to Theorem 3.5.5, the families excluded

from the first block require a qual-run and are appended at the end.

Each family has four major parameters: the APC threshold value (ni),

the number of jobs in the family (mi), the setup time (si), and the qual-run

time (qi). These parameters could affect other families and the whole schedule.
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The criteria for selecting families to be excluded from the first block is based

on these four parameters.

Suppose there are N families and the problem is to decide which one

of two families, Family A or Family B, should be included in the first block.

Suppose nA < nB, and the other parameters such as qual-run time and number

of jobs are the same for both families. Suppose Family A instead of Family B

is scheduled in the first block Q (·). Due to the fact that there is no qual-run

within a block, it is possible that other families are divided into small batches

to meet the APC-value of Family A, which results in more setups than the

schedule which includes Family B and excludes Family A, in the first block.

Therefore, when the other parameters are the same and one family has to be

excluded from the first block, the family with the smaller APC-value should

be separated from the first block. The family may then require a qual-run.

Suppose mA > mB, and all other parameters are the same for A and

B. If one of them has to be excluded from the first block, it is better to choose

A for exclusion. If A is included in the first block, it would cause more setups

for other families than B does because A has more jobs than B. Thus, the

family with more jobs should have higher priority to be separated from the

first block than the family with few jobs. Similarly, when other parameters

are the same and one out of two families has to be excluded from the first

block, the family with the larger setup time or the smaller qual-run time than

the other should be excluded from the first block in order to minimize the

makespan. Altogether, the following lemma is obtained:
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Lemma 3.6.1. For an N-family setting, suppose one of two families, A or

B, has to be excluded from the first block and requires a qual-run. Family A

and B have the same values except for one of the following parameters: APC-

value, number of jobs, setup time, or qual-run time. In order to obtain a small

makespan, the family to be excluded from the first block should have one of the

following characteristics: (1) smaller APC-value; (2) larger number of jobs;

(3) larger setup time; or (4) smaller qual-run time than the other family.

Let F0 denote the set of families which are included in the first block,

and let I\{F0} represent all families which are excluded from the first block.

The scheme of the heuristic algorithm is described as follows. First, F0 = I and

all families are ranked according to criterion (1) in Lemma 3.6.1. Some steps

are used to generate a feasible schedule without any qual-run if it is possible

to do so. Then the family with the smallest APC-value is excluded from the

first block and removed from F0. A new first block is generated, if possible, for

all families in F0 without qual-run. Then, the family with the second smallest

APC-value is removed from F0, and so on until F0 is empty. After all these

are finished, the whole process is repeated according to criterion (2), (3) and

(4) in Lemma 3.6.1, respectively. The output is the schedule with the smallest

deviation from the processing targets. If two schedules have the same number

of deviations from the processing targets, then the one with a smaller total

setup time and qual-run time is selected as the output. The detailed heuristic

algorithm is as follows:
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Heuristic Algorithm

All families are ranked according to the following four criteria separately:

R-1 increasing order of number of jobs ui

R-2 increasing order of setup times si

R-3 decreasing order of APC-value ni

R-4 decreasing order of qual-run time qi.

Thus, we have four different orderings for all families, and denote them as Rl

with l = 1, ..., 4. For example, the family with the largest ui has the lowest

rank in R1, and the family with the largest ni has the highest rank in R3.

Starting with l = 0 and F0 = I, the following steps are applied to each Rl.

S-1 Initialization: Following the structural results in Theorem 3.5.5, all fami-

lies in F0 are used to generate a temporary schedule for the first block, and

all families in I\F0 are sequenced in arbitrary order after the first block,

and none of them are partitioned. Step S-1a and S-1b are implemented

to generate the first block Q(·).

(a) If F0 contains only two families, then generate the schedule for F0

based on Lemma 3.5.2, set F0 to the empty set, and go to S-2. Other-

wise, ñ = min{ni, ∀i ∈ F0} and divide each family in F0 into batches

of size ñ.
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(b) Schedule these batches one family after another sequentially accord-

ing to the ranks in Rl with the highest rank first. For example, if

F0 = {i, j} and Family i has a higher rank than Family j, then the

schedule is to process ñ jobs of Family i followed by ñ jobs of Family

j, then process ñ jobs of Family i again, and so on. The pattern con-

tinues until all jobs in F0 are scheduled. If all jobs from any Family

k are exhausted during the process, set ñ = min{ni, ∀i ∈ F0\{k}}.
After all jobs are scheduled, go to S-2.

S-2 Back search: Suppose the total number of batches in the first block is

B after the completion of step S-1. Let b represent batch number and ib

represent the family to which batch b belongs.

(a) Set b := B, i.e., b is the last batch in the first block.

(b) If b = 0, go to S-3. Otherwise, starting from the first batch of

Family ib, check if all jobs in the entire batch b can be reallocated

into one or several batches of Family ib without causing any qual-run

for any other family. If it is feasible to do so, partition batch b if

necessary and reallocate jobs in batch b into those batches of Family

ib. Otherwise, b := b− 1 and repeat step S-2b.

S-3 Cutoff : Suppose batch b∗ is the first batch that exceeds the machine

capacity.

(a) If b∗ is not in the first block, then go to S-3c. Otherwise, find the

maximum number of jobs that can remain in batch b∗ without ex-
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ceeding the machine capacity, and delete other jobs from the original

batch b∗. Calculate the remaining machine capacity, which is denoted

by Crem.

(b) If the remaining capacity Crem is zero, then stop and go to step S-

4. If b∗ is the last batch of the first Q (·), then go to step S-3c.

If the remaining capacity Crem is greater than one setup time plus

processing time of one job in batch (b + 1), b∗ := b∗ + 1, and go to

Step S-3a. Otherwise, b∗ := b∗ + 2 and go to step S-3a.

(c) Find the maximum number of jobs to fill the the remaining capacity

Crem from families which are excluded from the first block.

S-4 Record the best schedule according to (1) minimum deviation from the

processing targets, then (2) minimum total setup and qual-run time.

(a) If F0 is not empty, remove from F0 the family which has the lowest

rank of Rl in F0, update F0 and go to S-1.

(b) If r = 4 and F0 is empty, then output the best schedule. Otherwise

r := r + 1, F0 := I, and go to S-1.

The heuristic algorithm runs very fast, and it takes around 1.2 seconds on a

laptop to find a solution with 20 different families.

3.7 Numerical Study

The numerical study is performed mainly based on a three-family prob-

lems to compare the heuristic method in Section 3.6 and the IP model in
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Section 3.3. All the numerical studies are performed on a laptop with a 2GB

memory and a 1.6GHz CPU. The problem parameters are randomly generated

based on the following distributions:

• ui number of jobs for Family i ∈ N , uniformly distributed within [10,30]

• si setup time, uniformly distributed within [1,21] minutes

• ni APC-value, uniformly distributed within [3,7]

• pi processing time, uniformly distributed within [30,40] minutes

• qi qual-run time, set equal to pi, ∀i ∈ N .

In semiconductor manufacturing, the qual-run time usually is the same as

the wafer processing time, thus qi is set equal to pi in the experiments. To

simplify the experiments, the processing target mi is set equal to the number of

jobs ui for each Family i. Ten problems with randomly generated parameters

are examined under each of three machine capacity levels: low, medium, and

high. With the low machine capacity (1000 minutes), some processing targets

can not be fulfilled. With large machine capacity (3000 minutes), processing

targets are achievable for all settings. For each problem, the IP model is run

up to 4 hours using Xpress [1] and the best or the optimal integer solution

if available is reported. The IP model finds the optimal solutions for 28 out

of 30 instances. For the two instances in which the optimal solutions are not

found within 4 hours, the IP model runs until the optimality gaps are less than
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3% for the first phase and 10% for the second phase. Then, the best integer

solutions are used as benchmarks. The heuristic algorithm finishes in less than

1 second for all the problem settings.

Tables 3.1-3.3 summarize the results from all experiments. If the heuris-

tic algorithm achieves the same result as the IP model does, then the corre-

sponding instance number is in bold font. If the IP model does not find an

optimal solution, then there is an asterisk (*) right after the corresponding IP

result. The makespan of the heuristic result is also listed in the tables as a

reference of how the schedule fits into the limitted machine capacity. The last

column in the tables is the CPU time for the heuristic algorithm in units of

milliseconds.

Table 3.1: Comparison between the IP model and the heuristic algorithm
(machine capacity is 1000 minutes)

Deviation from Target Setup & Qual-run Makespan Solution Time
(jobs) (minutes) (minutes) (milliseconds)

Instance IP Heuristic IP Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic
1 26 26 22 32 996 0
2 32 32 7 7 971 15
3 35 35 48 50 995 31
4 39 40 36 68 999 19
5 52 52 24 24 986 15
6 39 39 33 33 968 31
7 23 23 54 54 978 31
8 30 30 49 49 978 16
9 12 12 60 60 958 15
10 36 36 58 58 975 32
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Table 3.2: Comparison between the IP model and the heuristic algorithm
(machine capacity is 2000 minutes)

Deviation from Target Setup & Qual-run Makespan Solution Time
(jobs) (minutes) (minutes) (milliseconds)

Instance IP Heuristic IP Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic
1 1 1 82 82 1986 0
2 7* 7 87* 94 1984 47
3 10 10 91* 91 1982 31
4 13 13 117 117 1981 47
5 24 24 71 72 1976 47
6 15 15 121 121 1986 15
7 0 0 101 101 1807 31
8 6 6 97 97 1983 46
9 0 0 94 94 1412 15
10 10 10 80 80 1999 16

When the machine capacity is 1000 minutes, the heuristic algorithm

finds the optimal solutions in 7 out of 10 instances. When the machine capac-

ity is 2000 minutes, the heuristic algorithm achieves the same results as the

IP model does in 8 instances, and 7 of them are optimal solutions. When the

machine capacity is 3000 minutes, all jobs can be done within the machine

capacity for all 10 instances. The heuristic algorithm finds the optimal solu-

tions for all 10 settings in at most 47 milliseconds CPU time. Based on these

observations, it can be concluded that the heuristic algorithm works quite well.

As described in Section 3.6, there are four different ranking rules used to

select the family to be excluded from the first block in the heuristic algorithm.
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Table 3.3: Comparison between the IP model and the heuristic algorithm
(machine capacity is 3000 minutes)

Deviation from Target Setup & Qual-run Makespan Solution Time
(jobs) (minutes) (minutes) (milliseconds)

Instance IP Heuristic IP Heuristic Heuristic Heuristic
1 0 0 82 82 2026 16
2 0 0 94 94 2250 47
3 0 0 100 100 2391 16
4 0 0 117 117 2501 16
5 0 0 104 104 2944 31
6 0 0 121 121 2577 16
7 0 0 101 101 1807 16
8 0 0 107 107 2233 16
9 0 0 94 94 1412 0
10 0 0 102 102 2421 15

Table 3.4: Percentage across all the experiments to find the best solution for
different ranking rules in the heuristic algorithm

APC-value ni Qual-run qi Number of Jobs mi Setup si

Percentage 16.1% 43.5% 32.3% 8.1%

They are restated here:

1. decreasing order of the APC-value (ni)

2. decreasing order of the qual-run time (qi)

3. increasing order of the number of jobs (ni)

4. increasing order of the setup time (si)
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In all the experiments, different rules may result in the same best (possibly

suboptimal) schedule. In order to see which of these rules works best, the

frequency of finding the best schedule for each rule is also recorded. Table

3.4 summarizes the percentages of the runs that a given rule finds the overall

best solution. Due to the limited number of experiments, such a summary

only serves as a general indication of the relative performance of the ranking

rules. Table 3.4 shows that there is a good chance to find the best solution

by selecting the families according to decreasing order of qual-run time or

increasing order of number of jobs. Such an observation could be helpful in

creating dispatching rules for APC scheduling in the future.

Finally, Figure 3.4 shows the CPU time (in milliseconds) used by the

heuristic algorithm to solve problems with up to 20 different product families.

The parameter settings are randomly generated as described at the beginning

of this section. As the number of families increases, it seems that the CPU

time increases linearly, and it takes only around 1.2 seconds to find the solution

even with 20 different families. Thus, such a heuristic algorithm could be very

usefule in practice.

3.8 Conclusion

This chapter explores a new problem inspired by issues in semiconduc-

tor manufacturing system: scheduling with APC constraints. The conven-

tional single-machine makespan problem is a trivial problem, however, this

chapter proves that the corresponding decision problem is strongly NP-hard
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Figure 3.4: CPU time used by the heuristic algorithm

with the additional APC constraints. This chapter studies the complexity of

two versions of the constraints: count-based and time-based APC constraints

on switch-over, and both versions are proved to be strongly NP-hard.

Due to the complexity of the problem, the chapter only studies the

single-machine version of the problem. Several special cases are explored in

this chapter. Optimal solutions are found for the two-family case, and the

structure of the optimal solutions are analyzed for the N -family case. These

properties are utilized in the heuristic algorithm to find a good (maybe sub-

optimal) solution. In order to evaluate the heuristic algorithm, the problem is

modeled as an integer programming model and a goal-programming approach
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is implemented to find the optimal solution. The comparison between the

heuristic algorithm and the integer program shows that the proposed heuristic

algorithm can find very good solutions extremely quickly. Additional numeri-

cal experiments indicate that even with twenty different families, the heuristic

algorithm takes around 1 second to find a solution.

It is worth noting that the single-machine integer programming model

can be easily extended to a parallel-machine model without any major change

to the structure of the model. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that an exact

solution method, e.g., column generation, for the single-machine problem as

well as the parallel-machine problem could be developed and tested without

major difficulty.
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Chapter 4

Single-machine Multiple-recipe Predictive

Maintenance

4.1 Introduction

Maintenance plays a very important role in modern manufacturing sys-

tems. In 1960, Barlow and Hunter [5] studied two types of preventive mainte-

nance (PM) policies to find the optimal policy. Ever since then, many optimal

maintenance strategies have been developed. In a conventional preventive

maintenance policy, the status of the machine is not explicitly taken into con-

sideration. Conventional preventive maintenance policies are often one of two

types: calendar-based or job-based. In a calendar-based policy, the preventive

maintenance is performed if the machine has been running for a certain amount

of time, e.g., 10 hours, since the last PM or corrective maintenance (CM). If

the machine fails before the specified maintenance time, a CM is executed to

repair the machine. In a job-based policy, a PM is executed when the ma-

chine finishes certain number of jobs since the last PM or CM. Both policies

indirectly depend on the internal degradation structure of the machine and

are very popular in practice. However, neither of these considers the machine

status (condition) in the decision making process.
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Several potential problems exist with these two policies. First of all,

a machine may wear differently by processing different products or recipes,

which is very common in semiconductor manufacturing. Thus, it is difficult

to specify the PM interval in a multiple-recipe environment. Secondly, even if

a PM interval is specified, it may cause unnecessary PM costs and still miss

the chance to do a PM. For example, a PM may be performed even when

the machine is still in a very good state, and thus a PM cost is incurred and

machine availability is unnecessarily decreased. For another example, when

the machine is very close to failure, a PM may not be executed simply because

it is not the “scheduled” time to do a PM task.

Considering all these potential problems, more and more manufactur-

ing companies are seeking to develop condition-based predictive maintenance

policies. Traditionally, predictive maintenance is costly and it is very diffi-

cult to monitor machine status continuously. Thanks to the rapid progress

of technology, it is possible to monitor the system continuously with much

lower costs [29]. It is also demonstrated in [35] that condition-based predictive

maintenance can greatly improve system safety.

This chapter studies an M/G/1 single-machine predictive maintenance

problem. Section 4.2 gives a brief literature review for previous related work.

Section 4.3 studies a single-machine one-recipe predictive maintenance prob-

lem using M/G/1 semi-Markov decision processes (SMDP), and proves the

existence of an optimal control limit policy. A two-recipe version of the prob-

lem is explored in Section 4.4. Some structural properties are analyzed and
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some counterintuitive results are presented. Section 4.5 gives the formulation

of linear programming models, and Section 4.6 provides methods to calculate

the expected machine availability for any given policy in a one-recipe or two-

recipe problem. Based on these two sections, a numerical study is performed

in Section 4.7. Conclusion are given in Section 4.8.

4.2 Literature Review

McCall [33] surveys scheduling policies for a stochastically failing ma-

chine. This survey identifies some common structure and clarifies the relations

among various maintenance policies. Dekker [15] provides an overview of appli-

cations of maintenance optimization models, and delivers a general evaluation

of the value of maintenance optimization models as tools for management.

However, most of the existing papers do not consider interactions between the

PM policy and production scheduling.

The following papers focus on both PM and production scheduling. In

[52], Schouten and Vanneste assume a constant demand rate and that incom-

ing jobs are always available. The PM decision making is a function of both

the age of the machine and the finished goods inventory level. The objective

is to find a PM policy to minimize the average “lost demand” of the pro-

duction unit per unit time. Some structural properties of the optimal policy

are proved, and a numerical study is performed. Iravani and Duenyas [25]

consider a single-machine single-product make-to-stock production/inventory

system. The integrated decision of maintenance and production is formulated
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as a Markov decision process (MDP). In their problem setting, the production

rate is affected by the machine degradation process. The objective is to find

a joint production/inventory and PM policy to minimize the total average

cost per unit time. A numerical study shows that the optimal policies have

a very complicated structure and the optimal policies for some examples are

not control limit policies. A control limit policy is defined as follows:

Control Limit Policy: There exists a state k∗ (control limit) such that if

the observed state is k ≥ k∗, then it is optimal to do a PM; otherwise it is

optimal to process the job.

Exact and approximate methods are derived to evaluate the performance of

the policy.

Sloan and Shanthikumar [47] consider multiple-product problems in

semiconductor manufacturing. In their problem setting, different products

have the same degradation effect on the machine, but a different machine sta-

tus may affect the yield of different products differently. They propose an

MDP model and explore its structural properties. They note that the deterio-

ration of the machine in the etching process in semiconductor manufacturing is

not influenced by the product types. The reason is that the processing of one

product type does not generate more particles, which causes the machine to

degrade, than any other product type. However, this is not generally true for

other processes. As has been observed by many semiconductor manufactur-

ing companies, different products or recipes may affect machine degradation

differently, which is one of the problems studied in this chapter.
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Cassady and Kutanoglu [11] study an integrated model for job and

PM operations scheduling. A total enumeration approach is proposed and

tested against small problems to obtain some insights. The main insight from

Cassady and Kutanoglu [11] is that the integrated model of PM and schedul-

ing provides benefits relative to the optimal age-based PM policies combined

with the optimal schedule even for scheduling-only objectives such as weighted

tardiness and even for a single machine. Ruiz et al. [44] propose tools to implic-

itly consider different preventive maintenance policies for a flowshop problem.

Six existing heuristic and metaheuristic methods are revised and evaluated.

Their work demonstrates the significance of taking into consideration preven-

tive maintenance in job sequencing.

Zhou et al. [62] consider incorporating manufacturing system recon-

figuration into preventive maintenance decisions for improved system perfor-

mance in terms of reduced total cost, which is composed of maintenance cost,

reconfiguration cost, and penalty for unfufilled production goal. An integrated

reconfiguration and age-based maintenance policy is applied to a parallel-serial

manufacturing system. A simulation-based heuristic optimization procedure

is used to estimate and minimize the expected total cost. Their work shows

that the manufacturing system could have a higher probability of fulfilling pro-

duction requirements at a lower cost under the integrated PM policy. Yang et

al. [58] consider the problem of joint scheduling of maintenance and through-

put adjustment operations in a manufacturing system. They assume that the

machine is either producing products or it is being maintained, and that the
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machine is not idling at any point, i.e., incoming jobs are always available.

The objective of joint scheduling of PM and throughput changing operations

is to slow down more degraded machines or accelerate freshly maintained ma-

chines by adjusting the throughput rates of different machines. In this way,

the production targets are met and maintenance operations can be adjusted

so as to minimize the total cost. A simulation-based method and a genetic

algorithm are proposed to search for the best schedule.

None of the papers cited above consider queueing effects and most of

them assumed that incoming jobs are always available. A few of the papers

below consider both PM policy and production with queueing effects. Hsu [23]

studies the maintenance problem for an M/G/1 production system. Analytical

results are presented for the M/M/1 queue with an exponential breakdown

rate. However, again in the problem setting, the PM policy is a job-based

policy.

The work of this chapter is motivated by Chapter 3 of Yao’s Ph.D.

dissertation [59]. He considers an M/G/1 queue with a single product. The

state space has two dimensions: (1) the current WIP, and (2) the number of

jobs that have been processed since the last PM or CM. At the completion

of a job, the machine has a certain probability of failing. If the machine does

not fail, the number of jobs which have been processed since the last PM or

CM is increased by one. Some structural properties of the optimal policy are

analyzed and the existence of an optimal control limit policy is proved, but

no numerical studies related to this part of his dissertation are performed. To
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some extent, the number of jobs which have been processed since the last PM

or CM may be regarded as a surrogate for the machine status. However, this

quantity does not use the information of the machine status explicitly, and it

can not account for the case where the machine may deteriorate over multiple

steps. Moreover, his model does not consider the multiple-product case, where

different products may affect the machine differently.

4.3 The Single-recipe Predictive Maintenance Model

4.3.1 Discounted SMDP Model

An M/G/1 queueing system with an unreliable machine and a single

recipe is considered in this section. In traditional queueing parlance, a “single

recipe” problem is the same as a queueing model with a single class of jobs, i.e.,

all jobs are stochastically equivalent in terms of their processing requirements

and their effect on the machine. In [59], the technical state of the system

is represented by the number of jobs n finished since the last maintenance

action (a PM or a CM). In that model, after the completion of the nth job,

the machine may either fail or go to the next state (n + 1) with a certain

probability. In modern manufacturing systems, the status of the machine can

be monitored, and multiple-step transitions of the machine status are possible.

Thus, it is important to explicitly consider the machine status in the decision

making. This chapter considers the machine condition explicitly, and at the

completion of one job, the machine status may stay in its current degradation

level or jump to any level which is worse than its current level. The following
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notation is used in the full SMDP model description:

Notation:

w: nonnegative WIP level (including the job in process)

s: machine state

S: set of machine states, i.e., {0, 1, 2...,M}, where M represents failure state

ut: action chosen at decision epoch t (u may be used instead of ut if it is not

necessary to write t explicitly)

uw,s: action chosen in state (w, s) in a stationary policy

Uw,s: set of the available actions in state (w, s)

qrs: conditional transition probability of machine state from r to s (s ≥ r)

p(w,s)(w′,s′) transition probability from state (w, s) to state (w′, s′)

τc: time for a CM, a continuous random variables (r.v.) with cumulative

distribution function (c.d.f.) Gc(·)

τp: time for a PM, a continuous r.v. with c.d.f. Gp(·)

τa: job processing time, a continuous r.v. with c.d.f. Ga(·)

T (u): expected duration of action u ∈ Uw,s

λ: arrival rate of incoming jobs
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h: holding cost per job per time unit in the system (in queue or in process)

TCu: expected holding costs for jobs which enter the system during action u

cp: cost for a PM

cc: cost for a CM

β: discount factor

I(A): indicator function of an event A.

In the SMDP model, decision epochs are at the completion of a job, a PM or

a CM. When the queue is empty and the machine is idle, i.e., a PM is not

performed, the next decision epoch is at the arrival of the next job.

The unreliable machine has a set of degradation levels. The machine

status takes values in S. Degradation level 0 means that the machine status

is “new”, and level M represents the failure state. The machine state may

change from level r to any level s (s ≥ r) with conditional probability qrs

after the completion of a job. For simplicity, it is assumed that no action is

available during the processing of a job, and that the machine can only degrade

at the completion of a job. Equivalently, one can envision a system where the

machine state is only determined after each job completes its processing. Thus,

in our model the machine state is available right after the completion of a job.

The system state is denoted by (w, s), and the state space is Z+ × S,

where Z+ denotes the set of nonnegative integers. If the machine fails, i.e.,
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machine state is M , then a CM (denoted by C) is enforced at some cost. If

the machine status is not M , then a decision needs to be made concerning the

three available actions:

P : perform a PM at a lower cost than a CM,

A: continue processing the next job if the queue is not empty, or

W : wait for the next job if the queue is empty.

Thus the state-dependent action space is,

Uw,s =





{P,A} if w > 0 and s < M

{P,W} if w = 0 and s < M

{C} if s = M.

During a PM or a CM, the machine is not available, and jobs wait in the queue.

After a PM or CM, the status of the machine is restored to the “new” status,

i.e., level 0. The processing time, PM time and CM time are all assumed to

be continuous random variables (r.v.) with general distributions.

The job arrival process is a Poisson process, and a holding cost is as-

sociated with every job in the system. The transition probabilities p(w,s)(w′,s′)

are given as follows:

p(w,s)(w′,s′) =





e−λτc(λτc)
w′−w

(w′ − w)!
s = M and s′ = 0

e−λτp(λτp)
w′−w

(w′ − w)!
s < M, s′ = 0 and u = P

e−λτa(λτa)
w′−w+1

(w′ − w + 1)!
· qss′ s < M, s ≤ s′, w > 0 and u = A

1 s = s′ < M, w = 0, w′ = 1 and u = W.
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All other probabilities are 0. A discounted cost function is considered of the

form

lim
N→∞

E

{∫ tN

0

e−βtg(wt, st, ut)dt

}
, (4.1)

where wt is the WIP at time t, st is the machine state at time t, tN is the Nth

decision epoch, and β is the discount factor. The function g is given by

g(wt, st, ut) = hwt + cp · δ(ut = P ) + cc · δ(ut = C),

where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Note that (4.1) is well defined due to

the fact that the costs are linear and the transition probabilities are uniformly

bounded. Let J be the optimal cost function, which satisfies the following

Bellman equation:

J(w, s) = min {Qu(w, s)|u ∈ Uw,s} , (4.2)

where Qu(w, s) is so-called “cost-to-go” corresponding to action u ∈ Uw,s. The

derivation of these functions are similar to [59], and thus are omitted here. The

formulas of Qu(w, s)’s for all states are as follows:

1. For w > 0, s 6= M,

QA(w, s) = hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

{∫ ∞

0

e−βtpk(λt)dGa(t) ·
M∑

j=s

qsj · J(w − 1 + k, j)

}

(4.3)

QP (w, s) = cp + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGp(t) + TCP

+
∞∑

k=0

∫ ∞

0

e−βtpk(λt)dGp(t) · J(w + k, 0),

(4.4)
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where pk(λt) =
e−λt(λt)k

k!
. The first term on the right-hand side (RHS)

of (4.3) is the one-stage expected holding cost of the w jobs already in

the system, and TCu (u ∈ Uw,s) is the expected holding cost of new jobs

arriving until the next decision epoch. The third term accounts for the

dynamic relation with the possible transition states. Similarly, the first

term on the RHS of (4.4) is the PM cost, the second and third terms are

the expected total holding costs, and the last term accounts for the next

transition states. The calculations of TCC and TCP are the same as in

Section 3.3 of [59], and the results are given as follows:

TCA =

∫ ∞

0

λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βt) e−βt

]
dGa(t) (4.5)

TCP =

∫ ∞

0

λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βt) e−βt

]
dGp(t). (4.6)

2. For w ≥ 0, s = M

QC(w, M) = cc + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGc(t) + TCC

+
∞∑

k=0

∫ ∞

0

e−βtpk(λt)dGc(t) · J(w + k, 0),

(4.7)

and the corresponding TCC is:

TCC =

∫ ∞

0

λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βt) e−βt

]
dGc(t). (4.8)

3. For w = 0, s 6= M

QW (0, s) =

∫ ∞

0

e−βtλe−λtdt · J(1, s) =
λ

λ + β
· J(1, s) (4.9)

QP (0, s) = cp + TCP +
∞∑

k=0

∫ ∞

0

e−βtpk(λt)dGp(t) · J(k, 0). (4.10)
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When the queue is empty, the next decision epoch is either the arrival

of the next job if W is chosen at (0, s) or the completion of a PM if P is

chosen at (0, s).

4.3.2 Structural Results

The main result in this section is that there exists an optimal con-

trol limit policy in the one recipe problem. First, J(w, s) is proved to be

non-decreasing with respect to w. Then, with some reasonable assumptions,

J(w, s) is proved to be non-decreasing with respect to s. Finally, Theorem

4.3.3 shows that an optimal control limit policy exists for this problem. In the

following, Jm(w, s) is defined to be the mth-stage value function in value it-

eration, and Qµ
m(w, s) is defined to be the mth-stage cost-to-go corresponding

to µ ∈ {C,P, A, W} in the Bellman equation (4.2).

Lemma 4.3.1. The optimal cost function J(w, s) is non-decreasing with re-

spect to w, i.e.,

J(w, s) ≤ J(w + 1, s), (4.11)

for all s.

Proof. The proof uses induction, along with value iteration. First it can be

proved that the conclusion holds for w = 0, s 6= M . Note that Jm+1(1, s) ≥
Jm(1, s) due to the fact that the one-stage cost is nonnegative and that the

dynamic programming operator is monotone (see [6], Lemma 1.1.1 on page 7,
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Vol II). Thus,

QA
m+1(1, s) ≥ Jm+1(1, s) ≥ Jm(1, s) =

λ + β

λ
QW

m+1(0, s) > QW
m+1(0, s).

The first inequality is due to the fact that

Jm+1(1, s) = min
{
QA

m+1(1, s), Q
P
m+1(1, s)

}
.

Also, it is obvious that QP
m+1(1, s) > QP

m+1(0, s), thus, Jm+1(1, s) > Jm+1(0, s).

Next, assuming Jm(w, s) ≤ Jm(w + 1, s), it can be shown that (4.11)

holds for w > 0, s 6= M . In the remainder of this section, let pl(k, λt) ≡
∫∞
0

e−βtpk(λt)dGl(t), where l ∈ {a, p, c}. It can be shown that

QA
m+1(w + 1, s) = h(w + 1)

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

{
pa(k, λt)

M∑
j=s

qsj · Jm(w + k, j)

}

≥ hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

{
pa(k, λt)

M∑
j=s

qsj · Jm(w − 1 + k, j)

}

= QA
m+1(w, s).

Similarly, QP
m+1(w, s) is non-decreasing with respect to w. From (4.2), it is

easy to see that Jm(w, s) is non-decreasing with respect to w when s < M .

Similarly, it can be proved that Jm(w,M) is non-decreasing with respect to w.

Since the single-stage cost is nonnegative, and the control constraint

set is finite for every state, based on Proposition 3.1.6 of Section 3.1 in [6],

J(w, s) = lim
m→∞

Jm(w, s).
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Thus, for fixed s and w < w′,

Jm(w, s) ≤ Jm(w′, s) ∀m > 0

⇒ lim
m→∞

Jm(w, s) ≤ lim
m→∞

Jm(w′, s)

⇒ J(w, s) ≤ J(w′, s).

Therefore, J(w, s) is non-decreasing in w.

The following reasonable assumptions are necessary for the next struc-

tural result:

A-1 For any fixed j ∈ M , qsj < qs′j for ∀ s < s′ ≤ j, i.e., the probability of

going to a given bad state j from a better state s ≤ j increases as s gets

worse.

A-2 cc > cp, i.e., a CM costs more than a PM.

A-3 τc
D
= τp.

Assumption A-1 is a common assumption in maintenance models (see Section

1.2 in [6]), and the latter two assumptions are reasonable and also used in [59].

Lemma 4.3.2. Under assumptions A-1, A-2 and A-3, for every w and u ∈
Uw,s, Qu(w, s) and J(w, s) are non-decreasing with respect to s.

Proof. Again, the result is proved by induction.

1. It is clear that J0(w, s) = 0 ∀w, s.
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2. Assume Qu(w, s) (u ∈ Uw,s) and Jm(w, s) are non-decreasing with

respect to s, then

QA
m+1(w, s + 1)−QA

m+1(w, s)

=
∞∑

k=0

{
M∑

j=s+1

[qs+1,jJm(w + k − 1, j)]−
M∑

j=s

[qs,jJ(w + k − 1, j)]

}
pa(k, λt).

The terms in the curly bracket can be rewritten as:

M∑
j=s+1

[qs+1,jJm(w + k − 1, j)]−
M∑

j=s

[qs,jJ(w + k − 1, j)]

=
M∑

j=s+1

[(qs+1,j − qs,j)Jm(w + k − 1, j)]− qs,sJ(w + k − 1, s)

≥
M∑

j=s+1

[(qs+1,j − qs,j)Jm(w + k − 1, s)]− qs,sJ(w + k − 1, s)

=

(
M∑

j=s+1

qs+1,j

)
Jm(w + k − 1, s)−

(
M∑

j=s

qs,j

)
J(w + k − 1, s)

= 1 · Jm(w + k − 1, s)− 1 · J(w + k − 1, s)

= 0.

The inequality is due to (qs+1,j − qs,j) ≥ 0, and the fact that Jm(w, s) is non-

decreasing with respect to s for any fixed w. The second to last equation is due

to
M∑

j=s

qs,j =
M∑

j=s+1

qs+1,j = 1, i.e., for any machine state v, the next state must

be in {v, v + 1, ..., M} if the action is A. Thus, QA
m+1(w, s+1)−QA

m+1(w, s) ≥ 0,

and QA
m(w, s) is non-decreasing with respect to s.
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Notice that QP
m(w, s) is constant with respect to s. Since

QW
m (0, s) =

λ

λ + β
· Jm(1, s)

and Jm(1, s) is nondecreasing with respect to s, QW
m (0, s) is also nondecreasing

with respect to s. Due to assumptions A-2 and A-3, QP
m(w, s) ≤ QC

m(w,M) =

Jm(w,M) for all s. Thus, for any s 6= M ,

Jm+1(w, s) = min
(
QA

m+1(w, s), QP
m+1(w, s)

)

≤ QP
m+1(w, s)

≤ Jm+1(w,M).

3. Let m → ∞. Based on the similar arguments as in Lemma 4.3.1,

it can be shown that Qu(w, s) = lim
m→∞

Qu
m(w, s) and J(w, s) = lim

m→∞
Jm(w, s).

Therefore, Qu(w, s) and J(w, s) are non-decreasing with respect to s.

Finally, the following result indicates that there exists an optimal con-

trol limit policy for the one recipe model.

Theorem 4.3.3. Under assumptions A-1, A-2 and A-3, ∀w, ∃ s∗w, s.t. for

each system state (w, s), if s ≥ s∗w, then P is the optimal action; otherwise the

optimal action is to continue processing (A) if the queue is not empty or wait

(W ) if the queue is empty.
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Proof. Since QP (w, s) is constant with respect to s, and Qu(w, s) is a non-

decreasing function of s for u ∈ {A,W}, one can conclude that

Qu(w, s)−QP (w, s) ≤ Qu(w, s + 1)−QP (w, s + 1),∀s < M.

Thus, ∃s∗w s.t. Qu(w, s∗w) − QP (w, s∗w) ≥ 0. Otherwise, s∗w = ∞ and A or

W is always the optimal action. Also, due to the non-decreasing property of

Qu(w, s), ∀s′ ≥ s∗w, Qu(w, s′) ≥ QP (w, s′). Thus when the WIP level is w, P

is the optimal action if the machine state is worse than s∗w.

4.4 Two-recipe Predictive Maintenance

In semiconductor manufacturing, different recipes may affect the ma-

chine degradation differently, which makes the MDP problem more compli-

cated than the one-recipe case. This section deals with this situation by

studying a single-machine two-recipe predictive maintenance problem. In this

section, the two recipes are called A and B. For simplicity, there is no differ-

ence between these two recipes with respect to production parameters, e.g.,

the arrival rate, processing distribution, and holding costs are all the same for

both recipes. Both recipes have arrival rate λ, and the two arrival processes

are independent. Thus, the total arrival process (which is also Poisson) has an

arrival rate of 2λ. Also, since a PM or a CM is related to the machine rather

than to the recipe, the distributions of PM and CM times are assumed to be

the same for both recipes. Let qa
rs (qb

rs) represent the conditional probability

for a machine to degrade from state r to state s after processing a job from
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recipe A (B). Jobs from the two recipes cause different degrees of damage

to the machine. To be specific, qa
rs 6= qb

rs at least for some r, s ∈ S. Other

settings of the SMDP model are quite similar to those in Section 4.3.1, and

thus are omitted here.

Throughout this section, it is assumed that it costs more to process

A than to process B. To be specific, it costs a nonnegative amount $∆ to

process one job from recipe A and there is no cost to process jobs from recipe

B. General structural results are proved first, and then some interesting re-

sults and special structural properties are presented for the case where B is

“superior” to A, i.e., type B jobs cause less damage to the machine and costs

less to process than type A jobs do.

4.4.1 General Structural Properties

This section uses notation similar to that in Section 4.3. Let w =

(wa, wb) and w = wa + wb, where wa and wb represent the nonnegative WIP

from recipe A and B, respectively. If w > 0 and s < M , the set of the available

actions are Uw,s = {A, B, P}, where A (B) means to process jobs from recipe

A (B). If w = 0 and s < M , then Uw,s = {W,P}. If s = M , then Uw,s = {C}.

Let J be the optimal cost function, which satisfies the following Bellman

equation:

J(wa, wb, s) = min {Qu(wa, wb, s)|u ∈ Uw,s} . (4.12)

In the remainder of this section, pl(k, λt) ≡ ∫∞
0

e−βtpk(λt)dGl(t), where l ∈
{c, p, a, b} and pk(λt) = e−λt(λt)k

k!
as defined in Section 4.3.
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1. For w > 0, s < M,

QP (wa, wb, s) = cp + hw ·
∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGp(t) + TCP

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)J(wa + k, wb + k′, 0);

(4.13)

if wa > 0,

QA(wa, wb, s)

= ∆ + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qa
sjJ(wa − 1 + k, wb + k′, j)

}
;

(4.14)

if wb > 0,

QB(wa, wb, s)

= hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCB

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qb
sjJ(wa + k, wb − 1 + k′, j)

}
,

(4.15)

where

TCA = TCB =

∫ ∞

0

2λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βt) e−βt

]
dGa(t) (4.16)

TCP =

∫ ∞

0

2λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βt) e−βt

]
dGp(t). (4.17)
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2. For wa ≥ 0, wb ≥ 0, s = M

J(wa, wb,M) = cc + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGc(t) + TCC

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)J(wa + k, wb + k′, 0).

(4.18)

The corresponding TCC is:

TCC =

∫ ∞

0

2λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βt) e−βt

]
dGc(t). (4.19)

3. For wa = wb = 0, s 6= M

QW (0, 0, s) =

∫ ∞

0

e−βt2λe−2λtdt
1

2
(J(1, 0, s) + J(0, 1, s))

=
λ

2λ + β
· (J(1, 0, s) + J(0, 1, s))

(4.20)

QP (0, 0, s) = cp + TCP +
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pp(k, λt) · pp(k
′, λt)J(k, k′, 0). (4.21)

Following a similar procedure for Theorem 4.3.2, it is straightforward

to prove the following lemma and thus the proof is omitted here:

Lemma 4.4.1. Under assumptions A-1, A-2 and A-3, in Section 4.3, for

any fixed w = (wa,wb), Qu(wa, wb, s) (u ∈ Uw,s), and J(wa, wb, s) are non-

decreasing with respect to s.

The following theorem can be proved by using the same argument as

in Theorem 4.3.3 for A and B, respectively. The proof is omitted here.
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Theorem 4.4.2. For any w = (wa,wb), ∃ s∗w, s.t. ∀ s∗w ≤ s < M ,

QP (wa, wb, s) = min {Qu(wa, wb, s)|u ∈ Uw,s} ,

which means P is optimal.

Theorem 4.4.2 only indicates an optimal control limit policy in terms

of when to do a PM, but does not determine when to process A or B.

4.4.2 One Superior Recipe

In this section, a special situation is considered. Suppose recipe B

causes less damage to the machine than recipe A does, i.e., for any fixed s,

qb
sj ≤ qa

sj ∀j > s

qb
ss ≥ qa

ss.

Remember that it costs a nonnegative amount of $∆ to process one job from

recipe A but it costs nothing to process one job from recipe B. Intuitively, it

should be better to process recipe B than A whenever jobs from recipe B are

available. However, the following counterexample shows that in some states,

even if jobs from recipe B are available, it is still better to process recipe A

instead of recipe B.

Example:

In this example, it costs ∆ = $0.5 to process a job from recipe A, and nothing

to process jobs from recipe B. In machine state s, the degradation probabilities
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are:

qa
sj =

1

M − j + 1
∀j ≥ s

qb
sj =





0.49

M − j
∀j > s

0.51 j = s.

The holding cost is $10 per job per unit time. The PM cost is $12, and the

CM cost is $20. The discount factor (β) is set to 0.05. The Poisson arrival rate

(λ) is 0.08 jobs per time unit where the arrival processes for both recipes are

independent. The deterministic processing time is 5 time units. A PM takes 8

time units exactly, and a CM takes 20 time units exactly. In order to solve the

problem using linear programming, the state space has to be truncated (see

Section 4.5 for details). The maximum number of jobs allowed in the system

is 20, i.e., wa + wb ≤ 20. The machine has 6 states (s ∈ {0, ..., 5}), and a CM

is enforced if s = 5.

It takes 18.4 seconds to solve the problem in Xpress ([1]) using linear

programming. The result shows that in most states, the optimal policy chooses

recipe B over recipe A. However, if the machine state is 4, i.e., one level before

the failure state (s = 5), and if there are only one or two jobs from recipe B,

then the optimal policy chooses to process jobs from recipe A. The structure

of the optimal policy is as follows.

1. Wait for the next incoming job under the following scenarios:

(a) s ≤ 3, wa = wb = 0.
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2. Perform a PM under the following scenarios:

(a) s = 4, wa + wb = 20 and wa ≤ 16

(b) s = 4, wa + wb = 0.

3. Process one job from recipe A under the following scenarios:

(a) s ≤ 4, and wb = 0

(b) s = 4, and wb = 1

(c) s = 4, wb = 2, and wa = 18.

4. Other states: process one job from recipe B.

As can be seen from cases 3b and 3c, even when jobs from recipe B are

available, the optimal policy still choose to process jobs from recipe A. This

observation is counterintuitive and very interesting. In order to check if such a

counterintuitive result is due to the truncation of the state space, the allowable

system size is varied from 20 to 40, and the pattern of the optimal policy does

not change at all. Therefore, it is plausible that such a counterexample is not

just an artifact of the truncation.

Due to the specialty of this situation, an additional structural prop-

erty is proved in Lemma 4.4.3, which may be useful in future research.

Lemma 4.4.3. In a two-recipe problem, suppose the following conditions hold

for recipe A and B:
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1. It costs more to process jobs from recipe A than jobs from recipe B,

2. qa
sj > qb

sj for all s < j, and qa
ss < qb

ss.

Given s and w, if wa, wb, w′
a and w′

b satisfy the following two conditions:

1. wa + wb = w′
a + w′

b = w,

2. wa ≥ w′
a and wb ≤ w′

b,

then J(wa, wb, s) ≥ J(w′
a, w

′
b, s).

Proof. The proof uses induction, along with value iteration. Suppose Jm(wa, wb, s)

and Qm(wa, wb, s) are the mth-stage functions in value iteration for (wa, wb, s).

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that it takes a nonnegative $∆ to pro-

cess one job from recipe A, and nothing to process one job from recipe B.

1. First of all, J0(wa, wb, s) = 0. The next step is to prove J1(wa, wb, s) ≥
J1(w

′
a, w

′
b, s) for any fixed s. For all wi and w′

i (i = a, b), it can be shown that

QP
1 (wa, wb, s) = cp + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGp(t) + TCP

= QP
1 (w′

a, w
′
b, s).

For wa 6= 0, and wb 6= 0,

QA
1 (wa, wb, s) = ∆ + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA = QA

1 (w′
a, w

′
b, s)

QB
1 (wa, wb, s) = hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGb(t) + TCB = QB

1 (w′
a, w

′
b, s).
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Thus, J1(wa, wb, s) = J1(w
′
a, w

′
b, s) for wi 6= 0, and w′

i 6= 0, where i ∈ {a, b}.
It is easy to see that TCA = TCB due to fact that the two recipes have

the same processing distribution (Ga(t) = Gb(t)). Thus, TCA and TCB are

interchangeable in the following:

QA
1 (1, 0, s) = ∆ + h

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

> h

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGb(t) + TCB

= QB
1 (0, 1, s),

and QP
1 (0, 1, s) = QP

1 (1, 0, s) for all s. Thus for any fixed s,

J1(1, 0, s) = min
{
QA

1 (1, 0, s), QP
1 (1, 0, s)

}

≥ min
{
QB

1 (0, 1, s), QP
1 (0, 1, s)

}

= J1(0, 1, s).

Therefore, J1(wa, wb, s) ≥ J1(w
′
a, w

′
b, s).

2. Suppose Jm(wa, wb, s) ≥ Jm(w′
a, w

′
b, s) holds for m. The following

shows that the inequality then also holds for m + 1. If wi > 0 and w′
i > 0

(i ∈ {a, b}), then
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QP
m+1(wa, wb, s)

= cp + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGp(t) + TCP

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)Jm(wa + k, wb + k′, 0)

≥ cp + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGp(t) + TCP

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)Jm(w′

a + k, w′
b + k′, 0)

= QP
m+1(w

′
a, w

′
b, s),

and

QA
m+1(wa, wb, s)

= hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qa
sjJm(wa − 1 + k, wb + k′, j)

}

≥ hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qa
sjJm(w′

a − 1 + k, w′
b + k′, j)

}

= QA
m+1(w

′
a, w

′
b, s).

These inequalities hold by invoking the induction assumption and the following
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observations:

(wa − 1 + k) ≥ (w′
a − 1 + k),

(wb − 1 + k) ≤ (w′
b − 1 + k),

(wa − 1 + k) + (wb − 1 + k) = (w′
a − 1 + k) + (w′

b − 1 + k),

Similarly, it can be shown that QB
m+1(wa, wb, s) ≥ QB

m+1(w
′
a, w

′
b, s). Therefore,

for the case where wi > 0 and w′
i > 0 (i ∈ {a, b}),

Jm+1(wa, wb, s) = min
{
QA

m+1(wa, wb, s), Q
B
m+1(wa, wb, s), Q

P
m+1(wa, wb, s)

}

≥ min
{
QA

m+1(w
′
a, w

′
b, s), Q

B
m+1(w

′
a, w

′
b, s), Q

P
m+1(w

′
a, w

′
b, s)

}

= Jm+1(w
′
a, w

′
b, s).

If wa = 0 or wb = 0 but w = (wa+wb) > 0, it can be shown that QA
m+1(w, 0, s) ≥

QB
m+1(0, w, s) as below:

QA
m+1(w, 0, s) = ∆ + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qa
sjJm(w − 1 + k, k′, j)

}

≥ ∆ + hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCA

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qb
sjJm(w − 1 + k, k′, j)

}

≥ hw

∫ ∞

0

1− e−βt

β
dGa(t) + TCB

+
∞∑

k=0

∞∑

k′=0

pa(k, λt)pb(k
′, λt)

{
M∑

j=s

qb
sjJm(k, w − 1 + k′, j)

}

= QB
m+1(0, w, s).
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The first inequality is due to the fact that Jm(wa, wb, s) is non-decreasing in

s, and the assumption that qa
sj ≥ qb

sj for ∀ j > s, and qa
ss ≤ qb

ss. The second

inequality is true because Jm(w + k, k′, j) ≥ Jm(k, w + k′, j) and ∆ ≥ 0.

Obviously, QP
m+1(w, 0, s) ≥ QP

m+1(0, w, s) due to the induction assumption.

Therefore,

Jm+1(w, 0, s) = min
{
QA

m+1(w, 0, s), QP
m+1(w, 0, s)

}

≥ min
{
QB

m+1(0, w, s), QP
m+1(0, w, s)

}

= Jm+1(0, w, s).

Putting all of these observations together yields Jm+1(wa, wb, s) ≥ Jm+1(w
′
a, w

′
b, s).

Based on the similar arguments as in Lemma 4.3.1, it can be shown that

J(wa, wb, s) = lim
m→∞

Jm+1(wa, wb, s), and hence J(wa, wb, s) ≥ J(w′
a, w

′
b, s).

4.5 Linear Programming Model

This section sets up the linear programming (LP) model for both the

one-recipe and two-recipe problems. Although a linear programming model

can be developed to solve countable state space MDPs [21], it is much easier to

solve a finite state space MDP than a countable state space MDP. The queue

is always limited in any real scheduling problem. Thus, in the remainder of

this chapter, it is assumed that the queue is limited and thus the state space

is finite. The maximum number of jobs allowed in the queue is n and the state

space of the jobs in the queue is denoted by N = {0, 1, ..., n}, and the overall

state space is N × S.
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One issue needs special attention in the finite state space MDP. When

there is an unlimited buffer, P is available for almost all states except when

the machine fails (s = M). It is easy to see that the corresponding countable

state space Markov chain has a single recurrent class for any stationary policy.

However, in the finite state space case, if P is available in state (w, s) = (n, 0),

then any policy which chooses P at (n, 0) remains in state (n, 0) forever. Thus

state (n, 0) is an absorbing state in the corresponding Markov chain, which

makes the problem very complicated. On the other hand, there is no benefit

from doing a PM at (n, 0) because the machine is already “new” and there is

a positive cost for doing a PM. Therefore, in the following finite state space

MDP, P is not allowed in state (n, 0).

In semiconductor manufacturing, processing times are usually assumed

to be constant, and thus in the computational experiments, the processing

times are assumed to be deterministic. To simplify the numerical investigation,

the PM and CM times are also assumed to be deterministic.

4.5.1 One-recipe Problem

In Section 4.3, the queue has no limit. Thus, the transition probabilities

of the truncated Markov chain in this section are different from those in Section

4.3. The first task it to calculate these new transition probabilities.

At some decision epoch, let w denote the current WIP in the system

and let j be the number of jobs which enter the system after this epoch and

before the next decision epoch.. Let p̂t
j,w be the probability that j jobs enter
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the system within t time units given that the initial WIP is w. The distribution

for the truncated arrival process is then:

p̂t
j,w =





e−λt(λt)j

j!
∀0 ≤ j + w < n

1−
j−1∑

k=0

e−λt(λt)k

k!
j + w = n

0 ∀j + w > n.

The corresponding costs-to-go in (4.2) are:

1. For w > 0, s 6= M ,

QA(w, s) = hw
1− e−βTA

β
+

λh

β2TP

[
1− (1 + βTA) e−βTA

]

+

|N |−w+1∑

k=0

{
e−βTA · p̂TA

j,w ·
M∑

j=s

qsj · J(w − 1 + k, j)

}

QP (w, s) = cp + hw
1− e−βTP

β
+

λh

β2TP

[
1− (1 + βTP ) e−βTP

]

+

|N |−w∑

k=0

e−βTP p̂TP
j,w · J(w + k, 0).

2. For w ≥ 0, s = M

QC(w,M) = cc + hw
1− e−βTC

β
+

λh

β2TC

[
1− (1 + βTC) e−βTC

]

+

|N |−w∑

k=0

e−βTC p̂TC
j,w · J(w + k, 0).

3. For w = 0, s 6= M

QW (0, s) =

∫ ∞

0

e−βtλe−λtdt · J(1, s) =
λ

λ + β
· J(1, s)

QP (0, s) = cp +
λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βTP ) e−βTP

]
+

|N |∑

k=0

e−βTP p̂TP
j,w · J(k, 0).
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Using standard MDP methods [6] one can write a linear program to

obtain the optimal policy:

max
n∑

w=0

M∑
s=0

J∗(w, s)

subject to

J∗(w, s) ≤ Qu(w, s) ∀w ∈ N, s ∈ S, u ∈ Uw,s

J∗(w, s) ≥ 0 ∀w ∈ N, s ∈ S.

where the J∗(w, s)’s are nonnegative decision variables, which represent the

value functions in state (w, s) under the optimal policy. Note that Qu(w, s)

depends linearly on J∗(w, s), and thus the above formulation is indeed an LP.

Once the LP model is solved, the cost-to-go of (4.2) can be calculated. The

threshold value s∗w for all w can be obtained by comparing different costs-to-go

corresponding to different actions.

4.5.2 Two-recipe Problem

In the two-recipe problem, the maximum WIP is n, which means that

w = wa + wb ≤ n. Let ia and ib represent the WIP of recipe A and B,

respectively, at the start of an action. Let ja and jb represent the WIP of

recipe A and B, respectively, at the completion of an action. The truncated

state space for the WIP is defined as

W̃ = {(ia, ib)| ia ∈ N, ib ∈ N, and ia + ib ≤ n}.
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The truncated state space of the two-recipe problem is

S̃ = {(ia, ib, s)|s ∈ S, (ia, ib) ∈ W̃}.

The number of jobs from recipe A (B) which arrive during Tu (u ∈ {C, P, A, B, W})
is represented by ka (kb).

ka =

{
ja − ia + 1 u = A, ia > 0

ja − ia o.w.;

kb =

{
jb − ib + 1 u = B, ib > 0

jb − ib o.w.

Define k = ka + kb. The truncated conditional entrance probabilities are

p̂u
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

=





e−2λTu(λTu)
ka+kb

ka! · kb!
∀ 0 ≤ ja + jb < n

(
1−

k−1∑
w=0

e−2λTu(2λTu)
w

w!

)
Cka

k

(
1

2

)k

∀ (ja + jb) = n− ia − ib

0 ∀ (ja + jb) > n− ia − ib.

The procedure to calculate the transition probability is explained below for

the case where (ja + jb) = n − ia − ib. Note that the arrival rates of A and

B are both λ, and the arrival processes are independent. Thus, the combined

arrival rate is 2λ. Define two events:

Xk: k jobs arrive within the duration of Tu,

Yk′k: given Xk, the first k jobs are composed of ka jobs from recipe A and kb

jobs from recipe B.
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Thus,

p̂u
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

=
∞∑

k′=k

P{Yk′k} · P{Xk′}

=
∞∑

k′=k

Cka
k ·

(
1

2

)ka

·
(

1

2

)kb

· P{Xk′}

= Cka
k ·

(
1

2

)k

·
(

1−
k−1∑

k′=0

P{Xk′}
)

= Cka
k ·

(
1

2

)k

·
(

1−
k−1∑

k′=0

e−2λTu(2λTu)
k′

k′!

)
.

The corresponding costs-to-go in (4.12) are:

1. For w = ia + ib > 0, s < M,

QP (ia, ib, s) = cp + hw · 1− e−βTP

β
+

2λh

β2TP

[
1− (1 + βTP ) e−βTP

]

+
N∑

ja=ia

N−ja∑
jb=ib

e−λTP p̂P
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

J(ja, jb, 0);

if ia > 0:

QA(ia, ib, s) = ∆ + hw · 1− e−βTA

β
+

2λh

β2TA

[
1− (1 + βTA) e−βTA

]

+
N∑

ja=a

N−ja∑
jb=ib

e−λTA p̂A
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

{
M∑

r=s

qa
srJ(ja, jb, r)

}
;

if ib > 0:

QB(ia, ib, s) = hw · 1− e−βTB

β
+

2λh

β2TB

[
1− (1 + βTB) e−βTB

]

+
N∑

ja=a

N−ja∑
jb=ib

e−λTB p̂B
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

{
M∑

r=s

qb
srJ(ja, jb, r)

}
.
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2. For ia ≥ 0, ib ≥ 0, s = M

QC(ia, ib, s) =cc + hw · 1− e−βTC

β
+

λh

β2TC

[
1− (1 + βTC) e−βTC

]

+
N∑

ja=a

N−ja∑
jb=ib

e−λTC p̂C
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

J(ja, jb, 0).

3. For ia = ib = 0, s < M

QW (0, 0, s) =

∫ ∞

0

e−βt(2λe−2λt)dt · 1

2
[J(1, 0, s) + J(0, 1, s)]

=
λ

2λ + β
[J(1, 0, s) + J(0, 1, s)]

QP (0, 0, s) = cp +
2λh

β2

[
1− (1 + βTP ) e−βTP

]

+
N∑

ja=ia

N−ja∑
jb=ib

e−λTP p̂P
(ia,ib)(ja,jb)

J(ja, jb, 0).

Thus, the linear programming model is:

max
∑

(wa,wb,s)∈S̃

J∗(wa, wb, s)

subject to

J∗(wa, wb, s) ≤ Qu(wa, wb, s) ∀ (wa, wb, s) ∈ S̃, u ∈ Uwa,wb,s

J∗(wa, wb, s) ≥ 0 ∀ (wa, wb, s) ∈ S̃.

where J∗(wa, wb, s)’s are nonnegative decision variables. Once the LP model

is solved, the costs-to-go of the Bellman equation (4.12) can be calculated.

The threshold value s∗wa,wb
for all (wa, wb) ∈ W̃ can be obtained by comparing

different cost-to-go corresponding to different actions.
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4.6 Expected Availability

In order to perform a numerical study, it is necessary to know the ex-

pected availability of the machine for any given policy. The expected machine

availability provides a guide for the parameter settings of the experiments.

Due to the complexity of the problem, it is useful to present the calculation

method used, in this section.

Since the model is a semi-Markov decision problem, the limiting prob-

abilities of the embedded discrete-time Markov chain need to be calculated

first. Then the results are used to construct the limiting probabilities of the

corresponding semi-Markov chain (see Section 5.6 in [43]).

4.6.1 One-recipe Problem

This section explains how to calculate the expected availability for any

stationary policy in the single-recipe problem. Some additional notation is

introduced here:

Notation:

πw,s: the limiting probabilities for the embedded discrete-time Markov chain,

w ∈ N, s ∈ S

µw,s: the expected per visit sojourn time in state (w, s)

x: the interval between the start of an action and the arrival of the next job

SAW : the set of states in which the policy chooses action A or W
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Φi,s: limiting probabilities of state (i, s)

Based on Theorem 5.16 in [43], the limiting probabilities of the semi-Markov

chain are:

Φi,s =
πi,sµi,s∑

j∈N

∑
r∈S πj,rµj,r

∀i ∈ N, s ∈ S. (4.22)

Part of the embedded Markov chain is shown in Figure 4.1. π is the unique

positive solution of the following:

• For s < M :

π0,s =
s∑

r=0

π1,rP{x > TA}qr,s · (1− I(u1,r = P ))

+

[
M−1∑

r=s+1

π0,rP{x > TP} · I(u0,r = P ) + π0,MP{x > TC}
]
· I(s = 0)

π1,0 =π0,0 + π2,0P{x > TA}q0,0

+

[
M−1∑
r=1

π1,rP{x > TP} · I(u1,r = P ) + π1,MP{x > TC}
]

π1,s =π0,s[P{x < TP} · I(u0,s = P ) + (1− I(u0,s = P ))]

+
s∑

r=0

π2,rP{x > TA}qr,s · (1− I(u2,r = P )) 0 < s < M ;

πi,s =πi−1,sP{x < TA} · (1− I(ui−1,s = P ))

+ πi−1,sP{x < TP} · I(ui−1,s = P )

+
s∑

r=0

πi+1,rP{x > TA}qr,s · (1− I(ui+1,r = P ))

+

[
M−1∑

r=s+1

πi,rP{x > TP} · I(ui,r = P ) + πi,MP{x > TC}
]

I(s = 0)

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}
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Figure 4.1: Part of the embedded discrete-time Markov chain for the one-recipe
problem
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πn−1,s =πn−2,s · P{x < TA} · (1− I(un−2,s = P ))

+ πn−2,s · P{x < TP} · I(un−2,s = P )

+
s∑

r=0

πn,r · qr,s · (1− I(ui,r = P ))

+
M−1∑

r=s+1

πN−1,rP{x > TP} · I(un−1,r = P )I(s = 0)

+ πn−2,MP{x > TC} · I(s = 0)

πn,s =πn−1,s · P{x < TA} · (1− I(un−1,s = P ))

+ πn−1,s · P{x < TP} · I(un−1,s = P )

+

[
M−1∑

r=s+1

πn,r · I(un,r = P ) + πn,M

]
I(s = 0).

• For s = M :

π0,M =
M−1∑
r=0

π1,r · P{x > TA}qr,M

π1,M =
M−1∑
r=0

π2,r · P{x > TA}qr,M + π0,M · P{x < TC}

πi,M =
M−1∑
r=0

πi+1,r · P{x > TA}qr,s + πi−1,M · P{x < TC}

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n− 1}

πn−1,M =
M−1∑
r=0

πn,r · qr,s + πn−1,M · P{x < TC}

πn,M =πn−1,M · P{x < TC},

where P{x < t} = 1− e−λt. The above equations can be solved using a linear

program with these equations as constraints, and a dummy objective function.
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The next task is to get µi,s for every state (i, s) based on the method in

Section 5.6 of [43]. Let P(i,s)(j,r)(t) denote the probability that after making a

transition into state (i, s), the process next makes a transition into state (j, r),

in less than or equal to t time units. Let Hi,s(t) be the c.d.f. of the time until

the next transition, given that the process has just entered state (i, s). Then,

Hi,s(t) =
∑
j∈N

∑
r∈M

P(i,s)(j,r)(t)

µi,s =

∫ ∞

0

tdHi,s(t).

For i < N and r ≥ s, if P is not chosen in state (i, s), then,

P(i,s)(i+1,s)(t) = P{x < TA} · P{x < t} = (1− e−λTA) · (1− e−λt)

P(i,s)(i−1,r)(t) = P{x > TA} · qa
s,r · P{t > TA} = e−λTA · qa

s,r · I(t > TA).

Thus, for the truncated semi-Markov chain,

µi,s =

∫ ∞

0

tdHi,s(t)

=

∫ ∞

0

(1− e−λTA) · λte−λtdt

=
1

λ
(1− e−λTA) ∀ 0 < i < N and

µN,s = TA.

Similarly, if a PM or a CM is done in state (i, s), then,

µi,s =
1

λ
(1− e−λt) ∀ i < N and

µN,s = t,
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where t = TP if u = P , and t = TC if u = C. If i = 0 and W is chosen at

(0, s), then µ0,s = 1
λ
.

With πi,s and µi,s, the limiting probability Φi,s is obtained according to

equation (4.22). Note that SAW is the set of states in which the machine is

available for processing jobs. The expected machine availability is thus:

E(A) =
∑

(i,s)∈SAW

Φi,s.

4.6.2 Two-recipe Problem

This section explains how to calculate expected availability for the two-

recipe problem. Due to the complexity of the embedded discrete-time Markov

chain, Figure 4.2 only shows the transition probabilities for certain states.

This section uses the notation in Section 4.6.1 with minor modifications.

ui,j,s represents the action chosen in state (i, j, s). xa(xb) represents the interval

between the start of an action and the arrival of the next job from recipe

A(B), and x = min{xa, xb}. The transition probability P (ia, ib, r; ja, jb, s) is

calculated as follows:

If u0,0,s = W :

P (0, 0, s; 1, 0, s) = P{xa < xb}

P (0, 0, s; 0, 1, s) = P{xa > xb};
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Figure 4.2: Transition probability of the embedded discrete-time Markov chain
for the two-recipe problem
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if i + j < N and ui,j,s = P :

P (i, j, s; i + 1, j, s) = P{xa < xb} · P{x < TP}

P (i, j, s; i, j + 1, s) = P{xa > xb} · P{x < TP}

P (i, j, s; i, j, 0) = P{xa > TP} · P{xb > TP};

if i + j < N and s = M :

P (i, j,M ; i + 1, j, M) = P{xa < xb} · P{x < TC}

P (i, j,M ; i, j + 1,M) = P{xa > xb} · P{x < TC}

P (i, j, M ; i, j, 0) = P{x > TC};

if i + j < N and ui,j,s = A (TA = TB = T ):

P (i, j, s; i− 1, j, r) = P{xa > T} · P{xb > T} · qa
s,r ∀r ≥ s;

if i + j < N and ui,j,s = B:

P (i, j, s; i, j − 1, r) = P{xa > T} · P{xb > T} · qb
s,r ∀r ≥ s;

if i + j < N and ui,j,s = A or B

P (i, j, s; i + 1, j, s) = P{x < T} · P{xa < xb}

P (i, j, s; i, j + 1, s) = P{x < T} · P{xa > xb; }

if i + j = N and ui,j,s = A:

P (i, j, s; i− 1, j, r) = qa
s,r ∀r ≥ s;
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if i + j = N and ui,j,s = B:

P (i, j, s; i, j − 1, r) = qb
s,r ∀r ≥ s;

if i + j = N and ui,j,s = P or C:

P (i, j, s; i, j, 0) = 1,

where

• P{xa < T} = 1− e−λaT

• P{xb < T} = 1− e−λbT

• P{x < T} = 1− e−(λb+λb)T

• P{xa < xb} = λa

λa+λb
.

All other transition probabilities are 0. The limiting probability for the em-

bedded discrete-time Markov chain π is the unique positive solution of the

following equations:

πja,jb,r =
∑

(ia,ib,s)∈S̃

πia,ib,s · P (ia, ib, s; ja, jb, r) ∀(ja, jb, r) ∈ S̃

∑

(ia,ib,s)∈S̃

πia,ib,s = 1.

The expected sojourn time in each state is calculated as in Section 4.6.1 (t ∈
{TA, TB, TP , TC}):

µi,j,s =
1

λa + λb

e−(λa+λb)t if ui,j,s 6= W and i + j < N

µi,j,s = t if i + j = N

µ0,0,s =
1

λa + λb

if s < M and u0,0,s = W.
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4.7 Numerical Study

This section reports the results of numerical studies for both the one-

recipe and two-recipe problems. Long-run discounted cost and expected ma-

chine availability are presented for every experiment. Long-run discounted

cost is the major criterion since it is the objective of the SMDP model, and

the expected machine availability shows how the system works under a given

policy. Two policies are compared for each experiment in this section:

1. The optimal policy: the system operates under the optimal predictive

maintenance policy derived from the linear programming models in Sec-

tion 4.5;

2. no-PM policy: PMs are not performed. If a machine fails, then a CM is

executed.

It would be nice to compare the optimal predictive maintenance policy with

calendar-based or job-based PM policies. Such a comparison, however, would

involve a development of a complex simulation model. An extended compu-

tational study utilizing a simulation model is a subject for future work. Even

without a simulation model, the comparison in this section can still provide

some insights into the predictive maintenance policy. For each policy, the ex-

pected availability is calculated according to Section 4.6, and the long-run dis-

counted cost is provided by the linear programming model. All the structural

results proved in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 are confirmed by the experiments

in this section.
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4.7.1 One-recipe Problem

For the one-recipe problem, the base setting is the following:

• n = 30; M = 10; λ = 0.1 jobs per time unit;

• TA = 8 time units; TP = 9 time units; TC = 30 time units;

• h = $0.05 per job per time unit; PM cost Cp = $0; CM cost Cc = $20;

• Discount rate β = 0.01;

• Degradation structure: ∀s, r ∈ S and r ≥ s,

qa
s,r =





1− pdeg

M − s
r > s

pdeg r = s

0 o.w.,

where pdeg is the probability that machine state stays in its current level

after processing a job. In the base setting, pdeg = 0.9.

In the base setting, the expected machine availability is 69% and the long-

run discounted cost is $26, 909 under the no-PM policy. With the optimal

predictive maintenance policy, the expected machine availability increases to

81% and the long-run discounted cost decreases to $25,724. Since it is the

optimal policy, it has the lowest long-run discounted cost among all possible

policies. The optimal PM policy for the base setting can be seen in the first

subgraph with the title of “h = 0.05” in Figure 4.3.
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4.7.1.1 Holding Cost

Figure 4.3 shows the effect of different holding costs from $0.05 to $0.14

with an increment of $0.03. It can be seen in Figure 4.3 that the threshold

value s∗w increases as the holding cost increases. When holding cost is low,

e.g., h = $0.05, a PM is executed in state s = 8 or s = 9 regardless of the

WIP level, and in state s = 7 for some WIP levels. When the holding cost is

high, a PM is only performed when the machine state is s = M − 1. When

w = 0, the optimal policy chooses to wait for the next job when the machine

state s is less than or equal to 3, it performs a CM at s = M , and perform

a PM otherwise. The behavior of the optimal policy at w = n is due to the

effects of truncating the state space. The pattern in Figure 4.3 shows that the

optimal PM decision does depend on the WIP level and holding cost.

The long-run discounted cost and the expected availability correspond-

ing to experiments in Figure 4.3 are listed in Table 4.1. It can be seen that

the optimal predictive maintenance policy maintains a higher expected avail-

ability and a lower long-run discounted cost than the no-PM policy does. It

is reasonable that the long-run discounted cost increases as the holding cost

increases.

If few PMs are performed, then the machine may fail frequently and a

CM takes long time to perform, thus the expected availability may decrease.

On the other hand, if PMs are performed too frequently, then the expected

availability may also decrease due to the overall time used for all the PM

tasks. With these observations in mind, it is reasonable that the expected
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Figure 4.3: Effect of holding cost in the single-recipe problem.

© process; ¤ wait; ¥ PM; × CM
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Table 4.1: Effect of holding cost in the single-recipe problem
Long-run Discounted Cost Expected Machine Availability

h no-PM optimal no-PM optimal
0.05 26,909 25,724 85% 89%
0.08 41,284 40,133 85% 90%
0.11 55,658 54,538 85% 90%
0.14 70,032 68,906 85% 90%

availability is not affected much by the holding cost, although the optimal

policy is different for different holding costs.

4.7.1.2 Degradation Structure

Figure 4.4 shows the effect of different degradation structures, i.e., pdeg

is varied from 0.3 to 0.9 with an increment of 0.2. A large pdeg means that

the machine tends to stay in its current state at the completion of a job, and

a small pdeg means that the machine tends to degrade to a state worse than

its current state. It is reasonable that threshold value s∗w increases as pdeg

increases.

The long-run discounted cost and the expected availability correspond-

ing to the experiments in Figure 4.4 are listed in Table 4.2. It is interesting

to note that when pdeg = 0.3, the optimal policy has a lower expected avail-

ability than the no-PM policy. The reason is that when the pdeg is so small

s∗w is very low and PMs are performed frequently to avoid a CM, and thus the

expected availability decreases due to the excessive PM tasks. Remember that

the optimal policy is “optimal” in terms of the long-run discounted cost, not
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Figure 4.4: Effect of pdeg in the single-recipe problem.

© process; ¤ wait; ¥ PM; × CM
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Table 4.2: Effect of pdeg in the single-recipe problem
Long-run Discounted Cost Expected Machine Availability

pdeg no-PM optimal no-PM optimal
0.3 40,739 33,414 48% 47%
0.5 37,477 31,599 56% 59%
0.7 33,059 29,123 67% 73%
0.9 26,909 25,724 85% 89%

necessarily in terms of machine availability. Thus, even though the expected

availability under the optimal policy is slightly lower than that under no-PM

policy (by 1%), the optimal policy has a long-run cost 18% lower than the

no-PM policy.

If pdeg is close to 1, the machine tends to stay in its current state, and it

fails infrequently, even when PMs are not performed. Thus, the cost difference

between the optimal policy and the no-PM policy decreases as pdeg increases.

4.7.2 Two-recipe Problem

To streamline the notation in this section, let “A” represent the job(s)

from recipe A, and “B” represent the job(s) from recipe B. In order to simplify

the calculations, in this section, it is assumed that the arrival rates are the

same for both A and B, i.e., λa = λb. The base setting is slightly different

from the one-recipe problem:

• n = 20; M = 5; λa = λb = 0.05 jobs per time unit;

• T = 8 time units; TP = 9 time units; TC = 30 time units;
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• h = $0.5 per job per time unit; PM cost Cp = $0; CM cost Cc = $20;

• Process A costs $0.5, while it costs nothing to process B;

• Discount rate β = 0.01;

• Degradation structure: ∀s, r ∈ S and r ≥ s,

q(s, r, u) =





1− pu
deg

M − s
r > s

pu
deg r = s

0 o.w.

where u ∈ {A, B}, and pA
deg = 0.7, pB

deg = 0.9.

In the base setting, the expected machine availability is 70% and the long-

run discounted cost is $948,571 under the no-PM policy. With the optimal

predictive maintenance policy, the expected machine availability increases to

75% and the long-run discounted cost decreases to $940,533. Since it is the

optimal policy, it has the lowest long-run discounted cost among all possible

policies. The optimal PM policy can be seen in the first subgraph with the

title of “h = 0.5” in Figure 4.5.

4.7.2.1 Holding Cost

The unit holding cost h is set to one of the following: 0.1, 0.5, 1, or 2.

Since the problem has a three dimensional state space, the results are shown in

two graphs to be legible. Figure 4.5 shows the case when h = 0.1 and h = 0.5,

and Figure 4.6 shows the case when h = 1 and h = 2. The long-run discounted
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cost and the expected availability corresponding to experiments in Figure 4.5

and Figure 4.6 are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Effect of holding cost in the two-recipe problem
Long-run Discounted Cost Expected Machine Availability

h no-PM optimal no-PM optimal
0.1 208,866 205,567 70% 74%
0.5 948,571 940,533 70% 75%
1 1.87315e+006 1.85892e+006 70% 75%
2 3.72223e+006 3.69557e+006 70% 75%

In the base setting, B has a lower cost than A. Also, the machine has

a higher probability of staying in its current state after processing B than

after processing A. It is intuitive to choose B over A whenever B is available.

However, Figure 4.5 shows results which are similar to the counterexample in

Section 4.4.2. When the unit holding cost h is small, B is always chosen over

A. When the unit holding cost is large, however, A is chosen over B in some

states even when B is available. As h increases, A is chosen over B in more and

more states, which can be seen in the case of h = 2 in Figure 4.6. It seems that

the optimal predictive maintenance policy tries to find some balance between

the two recipes when holding costs are high.

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 also show that whether to perform a PM or

not depends not only on the total WIP but also on number of jobs from each

recipe present. With the same total WIP (w = wa+wb), different combinations

of wa and wb lead to different PM decisions. This shows that refined policies

can be obtained when multiple recipes are modeled.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of holding cost in the two-recipe problem.

N process A; M process B; ¤ wait; ¥ PM; × CM
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Figure 4.6: Effect of holding cost in the two-recipe problem (2)

N process A; M process B; ¤ wait; ¥ PM; × CM
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4.8 Conclusion

This chapter focuses on single-machine predictive maintenance prob-

lems. Several structural results are proved and some interesting counterexam-

ples are presented. This chapter proposes linear programming models to solve

semi-Markov decision processes problems, and proposes methods to calculate

the expected availability under any given policy for one-recipe and two-recipe

problems. The numerical study confirms all the structural results, and pro-

vides some insights which depend on the parameter settings.

The comparison between the optimal policy and the no-PM policy

shows that the optimal policy leads to low cost and high expected availability.

In future work, it would be of interest to develop simulation models in order

to compare the optimal policy with calendar- or job-based PM policies.

A numerical study shows that it is necessary to consider multiple recipes

because the PM decision depends on the number of jobs of each type present

in the system. Although the linear programming model is developed just

for the two-recipe problem, it is not difficult to extend the formulation to

multiple-recipe problems. The computational complexity, however, will in-

crease substantially. Thus, it may be necessary to consider special large-scale

linear programming methods or use value iteration to solve larger multiple-

recipe problems. Also, it would be interesting to consider a multiple-machine

multiple-recipe predictive maintenance problem. In that case, the integrated

optimal PM/production policy would consider machine state and degradation

structure to allocate jobs to different machines.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

Three problems in semiconductor manufacturing are studied in this dis-

sertation. The first part of this dissertation proposes a high-level scheduling

model between the traditional production planning and the dispatching-based

detailed scheduling. Such an approach is shown to effectively reduce the pro-

duction cycle time and maintain a low inventory and backorder cost. Two

different WIP control policies are also evaluated, and controlling aggregated

WIP across all products is better than controlling WIP for individual products

in most cases. In actual manufacturing systems, most planning and scheduling

systems are implemented in a rolling horizon fashion. Such a framework can

also be used in the three-level planning/high-level scheduling/detailed schedul-

ing approach in the future research.

The second part of the dissertation studies a new APC scheduling prob-

lem. APC models are widely used in semiconductor manufacturing to guar-

antee good product quality and high yield. In general, APC models work

more efficiently when there are frequent change-overs among different prod-

ucts. Consideration of this issue leads to enforcement of additional constraints

in this complex scheduling problem. It is proved in this dissertation that even
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the single-machine makespan problem with APC constraints is NP-complete.

A heuristic algorithm, which is based on special case analyses, is proposed and

compared with an integer programming model. Since the integer programming

model takes a very long time to search for the optimal solutions in most cases,

the best available (not necessarily optimal) integer solutions are selected as

benchmarks. The comparison shows that in most cases, the heuristic algo-

rithm achieves the same or even better results than the best available integer

solutions from the integer programming model.

Although the heuristic algorithm is able to find the solution in a very

short time, it would be very interesting to create an on-line dispatching rule

which takes APC constraints into consideration. In future work, different ob-

jectives, such as minimizing weighted completion time or minimizing maximum

lateness, could be explored. It would also be compelling to study a multiple-

machine scheduling problem with APC constraints. The single-machine in-

teger programming model has a structure which is similar to the multiple-

machine model, thus, it is possible that the same decomposition method could

be used on both problems.

The single-machine predictive maintenance problem is the last problem

considered in this dissertation. Machine status and queueing effects are ex-

plicitly considered in this model. A semi-Markov decision processes (SMDP)

method is implemented to analyze and solve the problem. A control-limit pol-

icy is shown to be optimal for the single-machine problem, and some structural

properties are obtained for the two-recipe problem. Chapter 4 also studies a
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special two-recipe problem, in which recipe B has a lower processing cost and

causes less damage to the machine than recipe A does. Intuitively, the optimal

policy should choose jobs from recipe B, if they are available in the queue, over

jobs from recipe A in all states. However, a counterintuitive example shows

that the optimal policy chooses jobs from recipe A over jobs from recipe B in

certain states even if jobs from recipe B are available. Linear programming

models are proposed to solve the one- and two-recipe problems. The numerical

results shows that the optimal predictive maintenance policy is able to main-

tain a high expected availability of the machine with a low long-run discounted

cost. Also, the optimal policy depends on the composition of different recipes,

which indicates that it is necessary to explicitly consider multiple recipes in

the predictive maintenance framework.

With regard to this topic, future research could compare the predictive

maintenance policy with conventional calendar-based or job-based PM policies.

Such work would likely require development of a detailed simulation model.

It would be of great interest to consider multiple machines and dynamic job

allocation based on the status of different machines. Such an enhancement to

the current model would dovetail well with the myriad scheduling problems

faced by today’s semiconductor manufacturers.
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